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Deep Basis Fitting For Depth Completion
Abstract
Recovering depth information from a single image is a challenging task.It is a fundamentally ill-posed
problem since there exists an infinite number of scene geometries that could give rise to a given image.
However, knowing the depths for a few pixels can significantly constrain the set of solutions. Recovering
a plausible depth map from an image with sparse depth measurements is referred to as image-guided
depth completion and is the focus of this thesis.
We first developed a novel approach called Deep Basis Fitting (DBF) that builds upon the strengths of
modern deep learning techniques and classical optimization algorithms which significantly improves
performance.The proposed method replaces the final 1x1 convolutional layer used in most depth
completion networks with a least-squares fitting module which computes weights by fitting the implicit
depth bases to the given sparse depth measurements. In addition, we show how our method can be
naturally extended to a multi-scale formulation for improved self-supervised training.
We then extend DBF for depth completion within a Bayesian evidence framework to provide calibrated
per-pixel variance.The DBF approach falls short when the underlying least-squares problem is underdetermined, i.e. the number of sparse depths is smaller than the dimension of the basis. By adopting a
Bayesian treatment, our Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting (BDBF) approach is able to 1) predict high-quality
uncertainty estimates and 2) enable depth completion with very few or even no sparse measurements.
While many depth completion methods rely on an external 3D sensor to produce accurate sparse
measurements, it is still possible, albeit much more challenging, to generate dense depth from a single
camera.structure-from-motion algorithms, such as visual odometry or visual SLAM, solve for both camera
motion and scene structures which can be used for depth completion.
To this end, we developed a visual odometry system named Direct Sparse Odometry Lite (DSOL), which
builds upon the original Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO).DSOL adopts several algorithmic and
implementation enhancements that speed up computation by an order of magnitude compared to the
baseline. We follow the data-oriented design philosophy and layout data contiguously in memory, which
improves cache-locality and allows for easy parallelization. The increase in speed allows us to process
images at higher frame rates, which in turn provides better results on rapid motions.
Finally, we show that the two systems developed above can be integrated together, where sparse points
from the monocular visual odometry can be used for depth completion and the completed depth can in
turn be used to initialize odometry keyframes.
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ABSTRACT
DEEP BASIS FITTING FOR DEPTH COMPLETION
Chao Qu
Camillo J. Taylor
Recovering depth information from a single image is a challenging task. It is a fundamentally
ill-posed problem since there exists an infinite number of scene geometries that could give rise
to a given image. However, knowing the depths for a few pixels can significantly constrain
the set of solutions. Recovering a plausible depth map from an image with sparse depth
measurements is referred to as image-guided depth completion and is the focus of this thesis.
We first developed a novel approach called Deep Basis Fitting (DBF) that builds upon the
strengths of modern deep learning techniques and classical optimization algorithms which
significantly improves performance. The proposed method replaces the final 1 × 1 convolutional layer used in most depth completion networks with a least-squares fitting module
which computes weights by fitting the implicit depth bases to the given sparse depth measurements. In addition, we show how our method can be naturally extended to a multi-scale
formulation for improved self-supervised training.
We then extend DBF for depth completion within a Bayesian evidence framework to provide
calibrated per-pixel variance. The DBF approach falls short when the underlying leastsquares problem is under-determined, i.e. the number of sparse depths is smaller than the
dimension of the basis. By adopting a Bayesian treatment, our Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting
(BDBF) approach is able to 1) predict high-quality uncertainty estimates and 2) enable
depth completion with very few or even no sparse measurements.
While many depth completion methods rely on an external 3D sensor to produce accurate
sparse measurements, it is still possible, albeit much more challenging, to generate dense
depth from a single camera. structure-from-motion algorithms, such as visual odometry or
iii

visual SLAM, solve for both camera motion and scene structures which can be used for
depth completion.
To this end, we developed a visual odometry system named Direct Sparse Odometry Lite
(DSOL), which builds upon the original Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO). DSOL adopts
several algorithmic and implementation enhancements that speed up computation by an
order of magnitude compared to the baseline. We follow the data-oriented design philosophy
and layout data contiguously in memory, which improves cache-locality and allows for easy
parallelization. The increase in speed allows us to process images at higher frame rates,
which in turn provides better results on rapid motions.
Finally, we show that the two systems developed above can be integrated together, where
sparse points from the monocular visual odometry can be used for depth completion and
the completed depth can in turn be used to initialize odometry keyframes.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1. Depth Completion
Estimating depth from a single image is a long-lasting problem in computer vision research (Marr, 1982). Although humans primarily rely on binocular vision to perceive the
3-dimensional world, there are still cases where monocular cues can help us understand the
world. As robotic researchers try to built robots that can rival human perception, vision
becomes a primary sensing modality that is essential for both geometric and semantic scene
understanding. Solving these problems are the stepping stones to the final goal of building
truly intelligent agents. Even if reaching AGI was not possible, a reliable spatial AI system
(Davison, 2018) could still be very convenient in our daily life, providing massive increase
in productivity and saving human labors from repetitive works.
Recent advances in deep learning (Bengio et al., 2021) has led to various depth prediction methods using convolutional neural networks (Eigen et al., 2014). Given enough training data, a deep neural network can be trained to effectively infer depth from a given
(color) image. They can be trained in supervised (Eigen et al., 2014), semi-supervised
(Kuznietsov et al., 2017) or even entirely self-supervised (Zhou et al., 2017) manner. Given
that accurate depth labels of real world images are difficult and expensive to acquire, the
self-supervised learning paradigm (Godard et al., 2017) is especially appealing since it does
not require ground truth depth maps during training, thus putting no limit as how much
data the network could learn from (imagine using all videos from Youtube). These methods works by training two networks at the same time, one that predicts depth (DepthNet)
and the other predicts relative poses between two images (PoseNet). The photometric loss
between the target image and the warped source image is then optimized as the training
objective.
Despite its popularity, monocular depth prediction is fundamentally ill-posed due to
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Figure 1.1: The depth completion problem formulated as a deep regression problem. Given
a color image and a sparse depth map as input, the network aims to predict a dense depth
map.
the projective nature of the image formation process Ma et al. (2003). Specifically, the lack
of a consistent and global scale makes it very hard to reason about the surroundings. For
safety reasons, robotics applications rarely use a single camera, because many downstream
tasks such as obstacle avoidance and trajectory planning need a metric reconstruction of
the environment. However, knowing the depths for a few pixels can significantly constrain
the set of solutions, which also renders the scale observable. This problem, called imageguided depth completion, or depth completion for short, is one of the main topics of this
study.
In depth completion (illustrated in Fig. 1.1), we must infer per-pixel depth of an input
image based on its content and an additional sparse set of depth measurements. These
sparse depths are usually presented in the form of a depth map with the same size as the
image, where non-zero pixels encodes the measured depth values. Depending on the density
of the available depth measurements, we divide depth completion into 3 different categories.
• High-density depth completion. In this scenario, we usually have more than 20%
of depth measurements available. The inputs typically come from RGB-D or Timeof-flight (TOF) cameras. These sensors can produce high-density and high-quality
depth measurements in indoor environment. However, their measurement quality deteriorates when operating in outdoor environment due various reasons such as strong
sunlight or objects being too far away. Depth completion methods in this category
2

have a lot of data to start with and only need to fill in the holes and smooth out
noises in the original depth image (Liu and Gong, 2013; Ferstl et al., 2013; Xue et al.,
2017; Zhang and Funkhouser, 2018). This particular problem is out of the scope of
this dissertation.
• Mid-density depth completion. With rising interests in autonomous driving, middensity depth completion is the most well-studied subproblem among the three. In
this scenario, we typically have around 5% of sparse depths. The input usually comes
from projecting Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) points on to the image plane.
The resulting sparse depths have excellent range and accuracy thanks to the lidar sensor. But it also contains noise and outliers that are hard to model or eliminate. For
example, gross errors on sparse depths can arise from misalignment between camera
and lidar, imperfect time synchronization, moving objects, and rolling shutter effect,
etc. While early methods tried to tackle this problem using optimization techniques or
with hand-crafted features, researchers have thus converged to leveraging the exceptional representation power of deep neural networks to solve this problem (Uhrig et al.,
2017; Ma and Karaman, 2018; Chodosh et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2019; Cheng et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2019; Yang et al.,
2019).
• Low-density depth completion. The last problem is arguably the hardest among
the three. Here we have less than 1% of sparse depths. The sparse measurements
are usually generated by Visual Odometry or Visual-SLAM algorithms. However,
due to the nature of VO/V-SLAM systems, they are not evenly distributed across
the image domain, but instead fall onto high image gradient area, which more often
than not coincide with depth discontinuities. In addition, since these map points are
either optimized via bundle adjustment (Triggs et al., 1999) or by relatively smallbaseline triangulation(Harltey and Zisserman, 2003), their accuracy is not guaranteed
and the percentage of outliers is significantly higher compared to the mid-density case.
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Figure 1.2: A normal convolution layer at the end of a depth completion network. IT takes a
multi-channel feature map and reduce it to a single channel depth prediction. The weights of
the convolution filter are learned during training via gradient descent and back-propagation
and is fixed during inference.

Figure 1.3: The proposed fitting module. Instead of using a normal convolution, we do a
least-squares fit from the feature vectors to the sparse depths. This allows the weights to be
adapted to the data, bringing more flexibility to the prediction, especially on unseen data.
Although initially not well studied, low-density depth completion has gained more
and more traction these days. Several methods have been proposed to deal with this
particular case (Wang et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2020; Sartipi et al., 2020; Zuo et al.,
2020).
In this work, we develop algorithms that can handle both mid- and low-density depth completion problems. We proposed a simple differentiable module that combines learning-based
and optimization-based methods. It can be used to replace the last layer convolution (shown
in Fig. 1.2) in many depth completion networks and still allows the network to be trained
from end-to-end. It works by fitting the multi-channel feature vectors from the last layer of
the network to the sparse depths, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. By using this fitting module,
4

Figure 1.4: The proposed multiscale basis for self-supervised training. Due to the gradient
locality of the bilinear interpolation operation, self-supervised training requires a coarseto-fine multiscale learning objective to overcome this. We designed the network such that
it outputs a set of multi-scale bases, this way we can produce a multiscale depth pyramid
without doing multiple fitting.
we saw great performance improvements compared to the baseline method, with very little
computation overhead. We also designed our system to be able to work with the popular self-supervised training. This is done by outputting a set of multi-scale basis (shown
in Fig. 1.4, from which we can still do the least-square fitting and construct a multi-scale
pyramid of depth maps, which are required in self-supervised training.

1.2. Uncertainty Estimation
Uncertainty estimation is an essential component of any safety critical system. This is
especially true for depth perception in robotics applications: being over-confident could
cause the robot to crash into obstacles, while being under-confident may drastically increase
the time it takes to complete a mission. Therefore reliable uncertainty estimation is as
important as generating accurate prediction.
The goal of uncertainty estimation is to quantify the level of uncertainty of an algorithm’s
output. Whilst deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are commonly used to solve
depth prediction or completion problems, a vanilla CNN can only produce a single point
estimate (rather than a distribution). There have been significant efforts in developing
probabilistic deep learning methods to address this issue (MacKay, 1992; Gal, 2016), but
many of them are expensive to train and have large overhead during inference compared to
a normal CNN (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017; Gal and Ghahramani, 2016).
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Figure 1.5: Snapshot ensemble (Huang et al., 2017) circumvent the hassle of training multiple networks. Instead, it requires only one training session and get multiple converged
models using a cyclic learning rate schedules.
There are two types of uncertainty that one could model: model uncertainty, which describe
the uncertainty in the model parameters and data uncertainty, which reflects the inherent
noise in the data. Bayesian Neural Networks model the uncertainty in the network parameters by placing probabilistic distributions on its weights (MacKay, 1992). Direct inference
in BNNs is intractable for continuous variables and one often resort to approximation techniques (Jordan et al., 1999).
Predictive methods aim to directly output mean and variance of some parametric distribution of the target by minimizing the negative log likelihood (NLL) loss (Nix and Weigend,
1994) instead of a normal L1 or L2 loss. They require minimal changes to the original
network by adding a variance prediction head or decoder. This adds a small amount of
extra parameters to the model, thus a corresponding overhead during inference (depends on
the network designer’s choice), but overall there is no major change to the training scheme.
This property makes it most popular among practitioners that need to deal with resource
constrained platforms. However, due to its simplicity, predictive methods can only model
data uncertainty.
On the other hand, we have ensemble methods, which uses multiple outputs to approximate
6

Figure 1.6: Uncertainty estimation in depth completion. Instead of just generating a single
depth prediction, the network also needs to produce an uncertainty, usually in the form of
a per-pixel variance map.
the probabilistic distribution. For example, Bootstrap ensemble (Lakshminarayanan et al.,
2017) train multiple models independently with different initializations. Snapshot ensemble
(Huang et al., 2017) saves several copies of weights at different stages during training, thus
requires only one training session, shown in Fig. 1.5. These methods only model epistemic
uncertainty but can be combined with a predictive method to model data uncertainty. The
biggest downside to ensemble methods is the requirement to run multiple forward passes
during inference. This makes it unsuitable for resource constrained platforms.
Compared with the above-mentioned general uncertainty estimation techniques, our proposed method needs only one training session, one saved model and one forward pass. It is
also able to estimate both model and data uncertainty due to its Bayesian formulation.
Uncertainty estimation techniques have also been studied and applied in the context of
depth completion. However, in this problem, no only dose one need to model uncertainty
in the image data, the sparse depths also contain various types or noise which are hard to
model. Most of the depth completion methods that try to estimate uncertainty uses the
predictive methods for its simplicity. Moreover, these uncertainty estimates are usually not
calibrated and are only used internally within the network (also called confidence in many
works) (Gansbeke et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2019; Park et al., 2020). Therefore, they are not
readily useful to downstream tasks that require probabilistic reasoning. Few have tried to
systematically evaluate the quality of the depth completion uncertainty (Gustafsson et al.,
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2020).

1.3. Visual Odometry
Ego-motion estimation is another indispensable part of any fully functioning robotic system.
For a vision-based robot, this is usually achieved by running Visual odometry (VO) and/or
Visual SLAM (V-SLAM) algorithms (Cadena et al., 2016). A VO takes in a sequence of
images from one or multiple cameras and try to estimate the pose of each image, with
respect to some fixed odometry frame. As an odometry, the pose estimate will inevitably
drift from the true pose due to measurement errors from the sensor or the inaccuracy of the
model. This is the biggest different compared to V-SLAM. In V-SLAM, when revisiting the
same place, a loop closure component will be invoked and either the pose graph or the full
map will be optimized to reduce the drift of the system. However, VO can be seen as a
sub-module of a full-fledged V-SLAM system, a better VO will provide low-drift odometry,
which will reduce the search space for subsequent loop closure.
Visual odometry, like many other robotics problem, is formulated as a maximum-likelihood
estimation problem within a probabilistic framework. The estimator tries to find the model
parameters that maximize the probability (or likelihood) of acquiring the sensor measurements. The model parameters include the 6-DoF camera motion and the map, of which
many different parameterization can be used. VO algorithms can be broadly categorized
along two axes: direct vs. indirect, sparse vs dense.
Indirect methods first process the image to generate some intermediate representation, like
keypoints and descriptors. We call these features for short, and thus these methods are often
called feature-based. The algorithm then proceeds by establishing correspondences between
features from multiple images to form a set of re-projection costs, which are then minimized
to solve for both motion and structure. These costs are geometric, because they are based on
geometric quantities. Direct methods recover model parameters directly from actual sensor
values. Compared to indirect ones, they skip the often costly pre-processing step altogether
and uses the sensor data directly, hence the name direct. As a consequence, a direct visual
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odometry optimizes photometric error based on the brightness constancy assumption.
Dense methods aim to use all information from the image for better accuracy and robustness
at the cost of increased computation. Sparse methods, on the other hand, recognize that
image data is highly redundant and choose to only process a selected yet informative subset
of the image.
Many early VO/V-SLAM systems primarily chose the sparse and indirect combination
(Davison et al., 2007; Klein and Murray, 2007; Strasdat et al., 2010, 2011). This was mainly
due to the computation limit at the time but also dictated by the need for loop closure schemes in full-fledged SLAM systems, which often relied on keypoint descriptors
(Cummins and Newman, 2008). Among these systems, the ORB-SLAM series stood out
as a reference implementation of sparse and indirect approaches for its superior accuracy
and versatility (Mur-Artal et al., 2015; Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017).
Dense and direct methods quickly gained traction with the advent of more powerful computing systems. DTAM (Newcombe et al., 2011) was the first to demonstrate real-time camera
tracking and dense scene reconstruction running on a GPU. Several semi-dense systems
(Engel et al., 2013, 2014) further reduced the computational demands by only working with
high-gradient pixels.
Modern visual odometry algorithms typically consist of two separate parts: tracking and
mapping. This task separation was pioneered by PTAM (Klein and Murray, 2007), which
is then adopt by subsequent VO methods, such as SVO Forster et al. (2014, 2017) 1.7.
The tracking component is primarily concerned with frame tracking: estimating poses of
incoming frames given a internal 3D map representation. For real-time operation, tracking
needs to be efficient because it has to process every frame acquired by the camera. On
the other hand, the mapping component is responsible for constructing the said 3d map
used for tracking. It doesn’t need process every frame like the tracking system, instead, it
only considers a subset of frames (called keyframes) that are usually well-separated. This
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Figure 1.7: SVO tracking and mapping pipeline (Forster et al., 2014). The tracking thread
is responsible for estimating the pose of the incoming image, where as the mapping thread
works in the background to build and refine the 3d map.
significantly relaxes the runtime requirement for the mapping system, and allows the use
of computationally expensive batch optimization method, like bundle adjustment, to refine
both the keyframe poses and the map structure.
In this dissertation, we introduced an improved DSO variant called DSOL that is not only
more accurate but an order of magnitude faster than the original work. There are several
reasons why we chose to study a direct and sparse visual odometry.
1. a direct sparse odometry can usually track more points compared to an indirect one,
due to the fact that direct methods can utilize image areas with weak gradients. For
example, DSO usually tracks around 800 to 1500 points, while ORB-SLAM tracks
around 200 points. This is important for low-density depth completion using VO
points. Since the quality of the completed depths heavily depends on the number of
sparse depth measurements.
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Figure 1.8: Tracking result of our proposed DSOL. Points in plasma color-map are the
tracked points projected in the current frame. Solid ones indicate inliers while hollow ones
are outliers. Cyan points are newly selected points that needs depth initialization to be used
for subsequent frame tracking.
2. a direct sparse odometry is also more efficient compared its indirect counterpart. As
discussed above, direct methods skip many time-consuming steps, including keypoint
detection and description, feature matching, RANSAC geometric verification, etc. The
majority of time spent in direct methods is on projecting points from source to target frames and extract image patches. Although direct methods typically require a
coarse-to-fine implementation to enlarge the convergence basin, its overall speed is still
much faster compared to indirect methods, which makes it suitable for deploying onto
resource constrained platforms.
3. Unlike deep neural networks, where there is a trade-off between speed and accuracy,
visual odometry algorithms, especially direct ones, benefit from running at high speed.
As shown in (Handa et al., 2012), tracking at higher frame rate will actually reduce
the computational cost per frame. This is because higher frame rate will decrease
inter frame flow between two images, as well as increase accuracy of motion model
prediction. Together, they provide a better initialization point for the subsequent
optimization, which then reduce the number of iterations and speed up convergence.
Therefore, having a fast running odometry that can track at higher frame rate will
actually improve both its accuracy and robustness.
Our DSOL implementation is arguably the fastest open-source direct sparse odometry. It
11

can easily track frames at more than 1000Hz on modern computer hardware by utilizing its
multi-core processor. Our system is heavily influenced by the Data-Oriented Design (DOD)
paradigm. We use exclusively array-based data structures that is cache-friendly and allows
easy parallelization. The reference implementation is open-sourced and can be found at
https://github.com/versatran01/dsol.

1.4. Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, We propose a novel approach called Deep Basis Fitting (DBF) that builds
upon the strengths of modern deep learning techniques and classical optimization algorithms
and significantly improves performance. The proposed method replaces the final 1 × 1
convolution layer employed in most depth completion networks with a least squares fitting
module which computes weights by fitting the implicit depth bases to the given sparse depth
measurements. A non-linear variant of the fitting module is developed to reduce the effect
of outliers at the cost of running multiple iterations. In addition, we show how our proposed
method can be naturally extended to a multi-scale formulation which is essential for selfsupervised training. We demonstrate through extensive experiments on various datasets
that our approach achieves consistent improvements over state-of-the-art baseline methods
with small computational overhead.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the problem of uncertainty estimation for image-guided depth
completion. We extend DBF for depth completion within a Bayesian evidence framework
to provide calibrated per-pixel variance. The DBF approach frames the depth completion
problem in terms of a network that produces a set of low-dimensional depth bases and a
differentiable least squares fitting module that computes the basis weights using the sparse
depths. By adopting a Bayesian treatment, our Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting (BDBF) approach is able to 1) predict high-quality uncertainty estimates and 2) enable depth completion with few or no sparse measurements. We conduct controlled experiments to compare
BDBF against commonly used techniques for uncertainty estimation under various scenar12

ios. Results show that our method produces better uncertainty estimates with accurate
depth prediction.
In Chapter 4, we describe DSOL, an improved version of Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO)
(Engel et al., 2018). We propose several algorithmic and implementation enhancements
which speed up computation by a significant factor (on average 5x) even on resource constrained platforms. For direct methods, the reduced runtime allows us to process images at
higher frame rates, which in turn provides better results on rapid motions. We also design
our system to be versatile, it can handle both RGB-D and stereo inputs, as well as depth
prediction from a deep network. Experiment results on various real and synthetic datasets
show that our DSOL is both faster and more accurate than the baseline. Our system can
easily track frames at more than 500Hz and handle keyframes at more 100Hz, which is
validated using an Intel Realsense camera running at 90Hz.
Finally, we conclude this dissertation with some remarks on potential future works.
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CHAPTER 2
Depth Completion via Deep Basis Fitting
2.1. Introduction
Deep convolutional networks have proven to be effective tools for solving deep regression
problems like depth prediction and depth completion (Eigen et al., 2014). Most networks
proposed for this regression task share a common structure where the penultimate features
are reduced to single channel by a final convolutional layer. This final convolutional output
is then passed through a nonlinear function to map it onto the range of acceptable depth
values.
This observation motivates the main contribution of this paper: Instead of using a fixed set of
weights in the final layer, we perform a least squares fit from the penultimate features to the
sparse depths to get a set of data-dependent weights. The rest of the network parameters
are still shared across input data and learned using stochastic gradient descent. From a
regression point of view, the network that produces the penultimate layer of features is an
adaptive basis function (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007) and we refer to the features before
the final layer as depth bases. We argue that explicitly carrying out a regression from the
depth bases to the sparse depths allows the network to learn a different representation that
better enforce its predictions to be consistent with the measurements, which manifests as
significant performance gain.
To this end, we first demonstrate how one could circumvent the nonlinearity from the depth
activation function by solving a linear least squares problem with transformed target sparse
depths. We then address the full robustified nonlinear least squares problem in order to deal
with noisy measurements and outliers in real-world data. Finally, to make our module truly
a drop-in replacement for the final convolutional layer, we show how to adapt it to output
predictions at multiple scales with progressively increased detail, which is a feature required
by self-supervised training schemes.
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2.2. Related Work
2.2.1. Depth Estimation
Supervised Learning
Estimating dense depths from a single image is a fundamentally ill-posed problem. Recent
learning-based approaches try to solve this by leveraging the predictive power of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) with strong regularization (Eigen et al., 2014; Laina et al.,
2016; Fu et al., 2018). These works require dense or semi-dense ground truth annotations,
which are costly to obtain in large quantities in practice. Synthetic data (Qiu and Yuille,
2016; Gaidon et al., 2016a; Ros et al., 2016), on the other hand, can be generated more easily from current graphics systems. However, it is non-trivial to generate synthetic data that
closely matches the appearance and structure of the real-world, thus the resulting networks
may require an extra step of fine-tuning or domain adaptation (Abarghouei and Breckon,
2018).
Self-Supervised Learning
When ground truth depths are not available, one could instead seek to use view synthesis
as a supervisory signal (Szeliski, 1999). This so-called self-supervised training has gained
popularity in recent years (Mahjourian et al., 2018; Pillai et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017a).
The network still takes a single image as input and predicts depths, but the loss is computed
on a set of images. This is achieved by warping pixels from a set of source images to the
target image using the predicted depths, along with estimated camera poses and camera
intrinsics. Under various constancy assumptions (Papenberg et al., 2005), errors between
target and synthesized images are computed and back-propagated through the network for
learning.
Another version of self-supervision utilizes synchronized stereo pairs (Garg et al., 2016) during training. In this setting, the network predicts the depth for the left view and uses the
known focal length and baseline to reconstruct the right view, and vice versa. A more com-
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plex form utilizes the motion in monocular videos (Zhou et al., 2017). In these approaches
the network also needs to predict the transformation between frames. The biggest challenge faced by monocular self-supervision is handling moving objects. Many authors try to
address this issue by predicting an explanability mask (Zhou et al., 2017), motion segmentation (Vijayanarasimhan et al., 2017), and joint optical-flow estimation (Yin and Shi, 2018).
We refer readers to (Godard et al., 2018) for a more detailed review.
2.2.2. Depth Completion
Depth completion is an extension to the depth estimation task where sparse depths are
available as input. Uhrig et al . (Uhrig et al., 2017) propose a sparse convolution layer that
explicitly handles missing data, which renders it invariant to different levels of sparsity. Ma
et al . (Ma et al., 2018) adopt an early-fusion strategy to combine color and sparse depths
inputs in a self-supervised training framework. On the other hand, Jaritz et al . (Jaritz et al.,
2018) and Shivakumar et al . (Shivakumar et al., 2019) advocate a late-fusion approach to
transform both inputs into a common feature space. Zhang et al . (Zhang and Funkhouser,
2018) and Qiu et al . (Qiu et al., 2019) estimate surface normals as a secondary task to
help densify the sparse depths. Irman et al . (Imran et al., 2019) identify the cause of
artifacts caused by convolution on sparse data and propose a novel scheme, Depth Coefficients, to address this problem. Eldesokey et al . (Eldesokey et al., 2018) and Gansbeke
(Gansbeke et al., 2019) propose to use a confidence mask to handle noise and uncertainty in
sparse data. Yang et al . (Yang et al., 2019) infer the posterior distribution of depth given
an image and sparse depths by a Conditional Prior Network. While most of the above works
deal with data from LiDARs or depth cameras, Wong et al . (Wong et al., 2019) design a
system that works with very sparse data from a visual-inertial odometry system. Weeraskera
et al . (Weerasekera et al., 2018) attach a fully-connected Conditional Random Field to the
output of a depth prediction network, which can also handle any input sparsity pattern.
Cheng et al . (Cheng et al., 2018) propose a convolutional spatial propagation network that
learns the affinity matrix to complete sparse depths. This is similar to a diffusion process and
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uses several iterations to update the depth map. Another iterative approach is described by
Wang et al . (Wang et al., 2018), in which they design a module that can be integrated into
many existing methods to improve performance of a pre-trained network without re-training.
This is done by iteratively updating the intermediate feature map to make the model output
consistent with the given sparse depths. However, they need to perform one forward pass on
each iteration, which results in a larger overhead at inference time. Our approach requires the
network to be retrained, but only adds a small amount of computation time during inference,
which is more suitable for resource constraint platforms. Like (Wang et al., 2018), our
approach could be readily integrated into many of the previously proposed depth completion
networks.
In other related work Tang et al . (Tang and Tan, 2019). propose to parameterize depth
map with a set of basis depth maps and optimize weights to minimize a feature-metric
distance. In contrast, our bases are multi-scale by construction and are fit directly to the
sparse depths.

2.3. Method
In this section, we describe our proposed method for the task of monocular image-guided
depth completion1 . Given an image X and a sparse depth map S, we wish to predict a
dense depth image D′ from a depth estimation function f that minimizes some loss function
L with respect to the ground truth depth D. Typically, X is a color image, S the sparse
depth map where invalid pixels are encoded by 0, and f a fully convolutional neural network
whose parameters are denoted by θ. When ground-truth depth D is available, the learning
problem is to determine θ∗ according to
θ∗ = arg min L(f (X, S; θ), D)
θ

(2.3.1)

For supervised training we choose L to be the L1 norm on depth and for self-supervised training we use a combination of L1+SSIM on the intensity values Wang et al. (2004) coupled
1

From now on we will refer to this task as depth completion.
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with an edge-aware smoothness term Godard et al. (2018).
2.3.1. Linear Least-Squares Fitting (LSF) Module

Image

Bases

LSF

Depth

Logits
g

Conv

Sparse
Network

Figure 2.1: An overview of our proposed method. Solid lines indicate the data flow of
our module, while dotted lines indicate that of the baseline method, which is simply a
convolutional layer. Our LSF module can replace the convolutional layer with no change to
the rest of the network.

Existing depth prediction networks usually employ a final convolutional layer to convert an
M -channel set of basis features, B, to a single-channel result, L, which is sometimes referred
to as the logits layer. The inputs to this final layer are allowed to range freely between −∞
and +∞ while the logit outputs are mapped to positive depth values by a nonlinear activation
function, g. Following common practice in the depth completion literature (Godard et al.,
2018) we choose g as follows:
g(x) = a/σ(x) = a(1 + e−x )

(2.3.2)

where a is a scaling factor that controls the minimum depth and σ(·) the sigmoid function.
In this work, we set a = 1.
For simplicity we assume that the final convolution filter that maps the basis features, B,
onto the logits, L, has a kernel size of 1 × 1 with bias w0 , but one could easily extend our
result to arbitrary kernel size. L is, therefore, an affine combination of channels in B and
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the predicted depth at pixel i is

D′ [i] = g (L[i]) = g 

M
X
j=0


wj · Bj [i] = g(w⊤ bi )

(2.3.3)

where w = (w0 , · · · , wM )⊤ represents the combined filter weights and bias, and bi the basis
(feature) vector at pixel i with B0 [i] = 1, and [·] the pixel index operator. To simplify
notations, we use lower case letters, e.g. bi = B[i], to denote values at a particular pixel
location. The weights w are updated via back-propagation (Lecun, 1988) using stochastic
gradient descent (Bottou, 2010). Once learned they are typically fixed at inference time.
When enough sparse depth measurements are available the weights w can instead be directly
computed from data. Specifically, our weights are obtained through a least squares fit from
the bases B to the sparse depths S at valid pixels, which can then be used in place of the
final convolutional layer. An overview of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2.1.
The objective function we wish to minimize for the least squares problem is
N

1X 2
min
r (w, bi , si )
w 2

(2.3.4)



M


X
r(w, bi , si ) = g 
wj bij  − si = g w⊤ bi − si

(2.3.5)

i=1

with residual function

j=0

where si denotes an individual sparse depth measurement, N is the number of valid pixels
in S, M the number of channels in B, and g(·) a nonlinear activation function.
The residual function r(·) is obviously nonlinear w.r.t. the weights w due to the nonlinearity
in g(·). A simple workaround is to transform the target variable s by g −1 (·) to arrive at a
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new linear residual function
r̃(w, bi , si ) = w⊤ bi − g −1 (si ) = w⊤ bi − ti

(2.3.6)

We can then rewrite the new objective function (2.3.4) in matrix form to obtain a linear
least squares problem
min
w

1
∥Bw − t∥2
2

(2.3.7)

where B denotes the N × (M + 1) matrix of stacked features bi at valid pixel locations
and t the corresponding transformed sparse depths vector. The solution to (2.3.7) is the
well-known Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse which can be further regularized with parameter
λ (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007).

−1
w∗ = λI + B⊤ B
B⊤ t

(2.3.8)

Notice here that our weights w∗ are calculated deterministically as a function of the bases
B and the sparse depth S, while the original convolution filter is independent of both. In
practice, this problem is usually solved via LU or Cholesky decomposition both of which are
differentiable (Murray, 2016). Thus, the entire training process including our LSF module
is differentiable which means that it can be trained in an end-to-end manner. This is an
important point since we have found that retraining the network with this fitting module
produces much better results than simply adding the fitting procedure to a pretrained network without retraining. Effectively the retraining allows the network to make best use of
the new adaptive fitting layer.
2.3.2. Robustified Nonlinear Fitting
The linear LSF module is readily usable as a replacement for the final convolution layer
in many depth prediction networks. One problem remains to be addressed, which is the
fact that the original objective function in Equation 2.3.5 is nonlinear w.r.t. the weights
w. Although applying the inverse transformation g −1 (·) to the sparse depths is a simple
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yet effective solution, we show that performing a full robustified nonlinear least squares
fitting provides further performance improvements and outlier rejection at the cost of extra
computation time.
Real-world data often contain noise and outliers that are hard to model or eliminate. Cheng
et al . (Cheng et al., 2019) point out that there exist many different types of noise in LiDAR
data from the well-known KITTI (Geiger et al., 2013a) dataset. These include: 1) noise in
the LiDAR measurement itself, 2) LiDAR camera misalignment, 3) moving objects, and 4)
transparent and reflective surfaces. They propose a novel feedback loop that utilizes stereo
matching from the network to clean erroneous data points in the sparse depths. Gansbeke et
al . (Gansbeke et al., 2019) let the network predict a confidence map to weight information
from different input branches. To handle these cases, we employ M-estimators (Huber,
1981), which fit well within our least squares framework.
Recall the objective function in equation (2.3.4), taking the derivative with respect to w,
setting it to zero and ignoring higher-order terms yields the following linear equation (GaussNewton approximation)
J⊤ J∆w = −J⊤ r

(2.3.9)

where J is the Jacobian matrix that is formed by stacking Jacobians Ji = ∂r(w, bi , si )/∂w,
and r is the residual vector formed by stacking ri (w, bi , si ). Following standard practice in
Triggs et al . (Triggs et al., 1999), we minimize the effective squared error where the cost
function is statistically weighted and robustified, which is equivalent to solving for ∆w in
J̄⊤ WJ̄∆w = −J̄⊤ Wr̄
with J̄i =

q

ρ′i Ji

and r̄i =

(2.3.10)
q
ρ′i ri

(2.3.11)

where W = L⊤ L a diagonal matrix with terms inverse-proportional to the noise in each
measurement, which we assume to be Gaussian for LiDARs , ρ(x) is the Huber loss (Huber,
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1964) and ρ′ its first derivative

ρ(x) =




x2 ,

|x| ≤ 1

(2.3.12)



2|x| − 1, |x| > 1
We iteratively calculate ∆w by solving (2.3.10) and update w

w ← w + ∆w

(2.3.13)

with w initialized from the linear fitting in Section 2.3.1.
Theoretically, one should repeat this until convergence, but to alleviate the problem of vanishing or exploding gradients (Hochreiter and Bengio, 2001), we adopt the fixed-iteration
approach used in (Tang and Tan, 2019), which is also known as an incomplete optimization (Domke, 2012). Despite its limitations, it has the advantage of having a fixed training/inference time and reduced memory consumption, which is often desirable in robotic
systems with limited computational resources. As discussed in earlier Section 2.3.1, solving
a linear system like equation (2.3.10) via Cholesky decomposition is differentiable, thus optimizing this nonlinear objective function by performing a fixed number of Gauss-Newton
steps maintains the differentiability of the entire system.
2.3.3. Multi-scale Prediction for Self-supervision
Self-supervised training formulates the learning problem as novel view synthesis, where
the network predicted depth is used to synthesize a target image from other viewpoints.
To overcome the gradient locality problem of the bilinear sampler (Jaderberg et al., 2015)
during image warping, previous works (Godard et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017) adopt a multiscale prediction and image reconstruction scheme by predicting a depth map at each decoder
layer’s resolution. According to Godard et al . (Godard et al., 2018), this has the side effect
of creating artifacts in large texture-less regions in the lower resolution depth maps due to
ambiguities in photometric errors. They later improved upon this multi-scale formulation
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by upsampling all the lower resolution depth maps to the input image resolution.
This technique greatly reduces various artifacts in the final depth prediction, but it still has
one undesired property, namely, depth maps predicted at each scale are largely independent.
Lower resolution depth maps are used in training phase, but are discarded during inference,
resulting in a waste of parameters.

Weights
B1
B2
B3
Multiscale
Bases

Decoder

g

D1
D2
D3
Multiscale
Depths

Figure 2.2: Our proposed multi-scale depth prediction. The full resolution depth D3 is
reconstructed using all bases prediction.

Rather than predicting a depth map Dk′ at each scale k separately, we propose to predict a
set of bases Bk , as shown in Figure 2.2. Each of the basis vectors is obtained by upsampling
features from corresponding scales in the decoder as shown in Figure 2.2 so the resulting basis
images are band-limited by construction with coarser basis images corresponding to earlier
layers in the decoder. The depth prediction at a particular scale s is then reconstructed
using bases up to that scale.
d′is = g

s
X

!
wk⊤ bik

(2.3.14)

k=0

The final depth prediction at highest scale K is
d′i

:=

d′iK

=g

K
X

!
wk⊤ bik



= g w⊤ bi

(2.3.15)

k=0
⊤ ⊤
⊤
⊤ ⊤
where bi = (b⊤
i0 , . . . , biK ) and w = (w0 , . . . , wK ) .

With this formulation, predictions at different scales will work towards the same goal, which
is to reconstruct the full resolution depth map. This approach is analogous to wavelet
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Dataset
KITTI (Geiger et al., 2013a)
V-KITTI (Gaidon et al., 2016a)
Synthia (Ros et al., 2016)
NYU-V2 (Silberman et al., 2012)

Resolution
375 × 1242
188 × 621
304 × 512
480 × 640

# Train
38412
5156
3634
1086

# Val
3347
837
901
363

Cap [m]
80
130
130
-

Table 2.1: A summary of all datasets used. Cap indicates the maximum depth for sampling
sparse depths as well as in computing various error metrics. Resolution is the image
resolution that we use in our experiments, which we downsample from the original one if
necessary.
or Fourier encodings of an image where the basis maps are organized into band-limited
components to represent the signal at various scales.
Our LSF module handles this multi-scale approach quite naturally since we can simply
allocate the basis maps in B amongst the desired scales, then upsample and group them
back together to perform the fitting step. Henceforth we use this new multi-scale prediction
scheme in all our experiments, even for supervised training where only the full resolution
depth prediction is required.

2.4. Experiments
2.4.1. Datasets
A summary of all datasets we evaluate on is shown in Table 2.1.
KITTI Depth Completion
We evaluate on the newly introduced KITTI depth completion dataset (Uhrig et al., 2017)
and follow the official training/validation split. The ground truth depth is generated by
merging several consecutive LiDAR scans around a given frame and refined using a stereo
matching algorithm. The sparse depth map is generated by projecting LiDAR measurements
onto the closest image, which occupies on average 4% of the image resolution. We use all
categories from the KITTI raw dataset (Geiger et al., 2013a) except for Person as it contains
mostly static scenes with moving objects, which is not suitable for self-supervised training.
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Virtual KITTI
The Virtual KITTI (V-KITTI) dataset is a synthetic video dataset (Gaidon et al., 2016a),
which contains 50 monocular videos generated with various simulated lighting and weather
conditions with dense ground truth annotations. We adopt an out-of-distribution testing
scheme for this dataset. Specifically, we use sequences 1, 2, 6, 18 with variations clone,
morning, overcast and sunset for training, and sequence 20 with variation clone for
validation. Thus the testing sequence is never seen during training. The sparse depths are
generated by randomly sampling pixels that have a depth value less than 130 meters. We
intentionally increase the depth cap to 130 meters for all synthetic datasets since recent
LiDAR units can easily achieve this range.
Synthia
Synthia (Ros et al., 2016) is another synthetic dataset in urban settings with dense ground
truth. We use the SYNTHIA-Seqs version which simulates four video sequences acquired
from a virtual car across different seasons. Following the training protocol in V-KITTI,
we use sequences 1,2,5,6 for training and sequence 4 for validation, all under the summer
variation. We include this dataset because it has simulated stereo images, which serves as
a complement to the monocular only V-KITTI. Again ground truth and sparse depths are
capped at 130 meters.
NYU Depth V2
In addition to all the outdoor datasets, we also validate our approach on NYU Depth V2
(NYU-V2) (Silberman et al., 2012), which is an indoor dataset. We use the 1449 densely
labeled pairs of aligned RGB and depth images instead of the full dataset which is comprised
of raw image and depth data as provided by the Kinect sensor. The dataset is split into
approximately 75% training and 25% validation. We use the same strategy as above for
sampling sparse depths but put no cap on the maximum depth.
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2.4.2. Network Architecture.
All networks and training are implemented in PyTorch. To investigate the effectiveness
of the proposed LSF module, we adopt the network used in Ma et al . (Ma et al., 2018)
as our main baseline. The network is a symmetric encoder-decoder (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) with skip connections. We make the following modifications for better training: 1)
transposed convolutions are replaced with resize convolutions (Odena et al., 2016) for better
upsampling, 2) the extra convolution layer between the encoder and the decoder are removed,
3) the encoder is based on ResNet18, as opposed to ResNet34 (He et al., 2015) and is
initialized with parameters pretrained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2014).
We let the decoder output 4, 8, 16, and 32-dimensional bases at each scale. These are then
upsampled to the image resolution and concatenated together to form a 60-dimensional
basis. For the baseline network, it is fed directly into a final convolution layer while for
ours, it is passed into the LSF module together with the sparse depths. Therefore, these two
methods are exactly the same in terms of network parameters, up to the last convolution
layer.
2.4.3. Training Parameters.
Following (Ma et al., 2018), we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an
initial learning rate of 1e-4 and reduce it by half every 5 epochs. Training is carried out on
a single Tesla V100 GPU with 15 epochs and the best validation result is reported. Batch
sizes may vary across datasets due to GPU memory constraints, but are kept the same for
experiments of the same dataset. Only random horizontal flips are used to augment the data
for supervised training, no data augmentation is performed for self-supervised training. The
above settings are used across all experiments in this work (unless explicitly stated) with the
same random seed to ensure controlled experiments with fair and meaningful comparisons.
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2.5. Results
We evaluate performance using standard metrics in the depth estimation literature. Note
that for accuracy (δ threshold) (Eigen et al., 2014) we only report δ1 < 1.25, due to space
limitations and the fact that the δ2 and δ3 are typically 99% for our experiments and thus
provide limited insights. Following (Wang et al., 2018), we group results based on input
modalities, where rgb denotes a network that only takes a color image as input. In contrast
rgbd indicates a network that takes both the color image and the sparse depths as inputs.

LSF

Conv

GT Depth

Sparse Depth

Image

2.5.1. Performance of Linear Fitting.

KITTI

V-KITTI

Synthia

NYU-V2

Figure 2.3: Qualitative results of supervised learning on various datasets. Sparse depths are
dilated for visualization purpose (4% of image resolution). Artifacts in the upper part of
depth prediction from outdoor datasets are due to lack of supervision.

Table 2.2 shows quantitative comparisons between our proposed linear LSF module from
Section 2.3.1 and the baseline under supervised training. We see consistent improvements
of our linear LSF module over the baseline in all metrics across all datasets. Note that for
rgb input only, the baseline doesn’t use any sparse depth information at all. Thus the large
improvement achieved by our fitting method using depth measurements for only 0.2% of the
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0.1089
0.1008
0.1127
0.0300
+72%

rgbd
conv
4%
rgbd
pnp
4%
rgbd
lsf4%
rgbd
lsf
4%
(conv-lsf) / conv

0.1679
0.1604
0.1853
0.0735
+56%

0.8693
0.7976
0.6124
0.3165
+64%

NYU-V2
RMSE

99.20
99.24
99.34
99.83

58.44
64.23
77.86
96.11

δ1

1.5683
1.5301
2.1049
1.2598
+20%

6.9998
6.4701
5.8379
4.5122
+36%

MAE

4.8982
4.8798
6.1901
4.6227
+6%

14.653
13.990
12.712
9.7933
+33%

V-KITTI
RMSE

94.71
94.81
95.30
97.43

66.43
70.18
71.62
77.18

δ1

0.7506
0.7311
1.3220
0.5317
+29%

2.3911
2.1716
2.4089
2.0104
+16%

MAE

3.3322
3.3217
4.6594
3.1146
+7%

6.3915
6.0084
6.2520
5.6285
+12%

Synthia
RMSE

96.50
96.60
94.27
97.85

76.09
81.37
78.49
84.37

δ1

0.3033
0.2993
0.6319
0.2266
+25%

1.8915
1.6581
1.7033
0.7716
+59%

MAE

1.1392
1.1343
2.2895
0.9988
+12%

4.1164
3.8019
3.5986
2.0808
+50%

KITTI
RMSE

99.57
99.57
98.46
99.67

86.24
88.67
91.80
97.69

δ1

Table 2.2: Quantitative results of supervised training on various datasets. conv denotes the baseline network, pnp denotes running
the PnP module on the trained conv network without re-training, lsf- indicates adding a linear LSF module to the pre-trained
conv network without re-training for 5 iterations, and lsf is our linear fitting module (re-trained). Percentage values listed under
the Sparse column indicates sparse depths percentage of image resolution. Best results in each category are in bold.

0.6244
0.5517
0.4081
0.1826
+71%

MAE

conv
pnp
0.2%
lsf0.2%
lsf
0.2%
(conv-lsf) / conv

rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb

Supervised Training
Input Method Sparse

Input
rgbd
rgbd

Method
cspn
lsf2+

NYU-V2
RMSE
δ1
0.136
99.0
0.134 99.3

MAE
0.2795
0.2552

KITTI
RMSE
1.0196
0.8850

iRMSE
2.93
3.40

Table 2.3: Comparison results on both NYU-V2 and KITTI between CSPN and our method.
lsf2+ is our LSF module with 2 iterations and Huber loss.
pixels is quite significant. For the rgbd case, although the sparse depth map is already used
as the input to the baseline network, adding our fitting module better constrains the final
prediction to be in accordance with the measurements and improves the baseline network.
Since we use the L1 norm as our loss function, the improvement in MAE is bigger than that
in RMSE. Examples of depth prediction are shown in Figure 2.3 for qualitative comparisons.
We also perform experiments in which we take a pre-trained baseline method, replace the
final convolutional layer with our LSF module and evaluate without re-training. This is
denoted by lsf-. Results show that re-training a baseline network with the LSF module
allows it to achieve significantly better performance.
Additionally, we compare with PnP (Wang et al., 2018), which is a similar method that
can be used on many existing networks to improve performance (see Table 2.2 and 2.4).
The main difference is that PnP does not require re-training. We use the author’s official
implementation on our baseline network by updating the output of the encoder and run
for 5 iterations with update rate 0.01 as suggested in the paper. We found that although
PnP has the advantage no re-training, it takes much longer to run, uses a large amount of
memory and yields a smaller improvement compared to ours. Comparisons of runtime are
provided in the supplementary material.
Table 2.3 compares our results to those achieved with CSPN (Cheng et al., 2018). The
numbers for the CSPN system are taken directly taken from their paper and the official
KITTI depth completion benchmark. For NYU-V2 we use the same data split they used
and sample 500 sparse depths. These results show the improvement afforded by our method.
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2.5.2. Dealing with Noise and Outliers.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed robustified nonlinear fitting module, we inject
additive Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.05 meters to sparse depths from
NYU-V2, V-KITTI, and Synthia. We then randomly select 30% of the available sparse
depths to be outliers and set them to random values drawn uniformly from a range between
0.5× to 1.5× of the true depth value. We left KITTI untouched as it already contains noise
and outliers (Cheng et al., 2019). All nonlinear variants of LSF runs for 2 iterations, which
we empirically found to achieve a good balance between performance and efficiency. We refer
the reader to our supplementary material for further discussion on the number of iterations.
We then train various models with different configurations using the corrupted data, which
are also grouped by input modalities. Quantitative results are shown in Table 2.4.
For the rgb case, we ignore the baseline conv as it doesn’t use sparse depths and is, therefore,
unaffected by noise. We again see consistent improvements in all metrics across all datasets.
Notice that for our nonlinear fitting without Huber loss (lsf2), we get worse numbers on
some datasets compared to our linear variant (lsf ). This is because least squares fitting is
sensitive to outliers without a robust norm. There are also some models in the rgbd case
where the robustified version (lsf2+) doesn’t outperform the linear and nonlinear ones. We
hypothesize this to be caused by using the corrupted sparse depths as network input which
degrades the networks performance early on. We show in Figure 2.4 that our proposed
method is able to identify outliers in the sparse depths and downplay them during fitting.
These results can also be cross-compared with those in Table 2.2, which are all trained
on clean data. Clearly, models trained with clean data outperforms those trained with
corrupted ones with the same configuration. But ours with nonlinear fitting and Huber
loss (lsf2+) can sometimes reach similar performance to those trained with clean data even
when significant noise and outliers are present.
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0.1173
0.1061
0.0606
0.0577
0.0493
+58%

rgbd
conv
4%
rgbd
pnp
4%
rgbd
lsf
4%
rgbd
lsf2
4%
rgbd
lsf2+
4%
(conv - lsf2+) / conv

0.1788
0.1688
0.1102
0.1080
0.1003
+44%

0.8019
0.3815
0.3519
0.3217
+16%

NYU-V2
RMSE

99.07
99.15
99.73
99.72
99.73

63.66
92.93
92.70
94.97

δ1

1.8748
1.8067
1.8599
1.8008
1.7273
+8%

6.5099
5.2670
6.0025
4.6786
+11%

MAE

5.1880
5.1342
5.1987
5.0008
5.0422
+3%

14.018
10.696
10.768
9.7402
+9%

V-KITTI
RMSE

94.17
94.46
95.90
94.58
95.50

69.86
65.00
51.01
70.16

δ1

0.8774
0.8452
0.7082
0.7890
0.7188
+18%

2.2044
2.2197
3.2160
2.1032
+5%

MAE

3.4660
3.4511
3.2426
3.4142
3.2579
+6%

6.0268
5.9136
7.2096
5.7685
+2%

Synthia
RMSE

96.03
96.19
97.41
96.78
97.31

80.89
78.34
59.68
79.00

δ1

0.3033
0.2993
0.2266
0.2305
0.2208
+27%

1.6571
0.7716
1.0111
0.6775
+12%

MAE

1.1392
1.1343
0.9988
1.0417
0.9758
+14%

3.8019
2.0808
2.4547
1.9651
+6%

KITTI
RMSE

99.57
99.57
99.67
99.67
99.71

88.67
97.69
95.88
98.28

δ1

Table 2.4: Quantitative results of supervised training with noisy data and outliers. For all datasets except KITTI, noise is additive
Gaussian with standard deviation of 0.05m. We randomly sample 30% of sparse depths to be outliers. conv denotes the baseline
network, pnp denotes running the PnP Wang et al. (2018) module on the trained conv network without re-training, lsf is our
linear fitting module, lsf2 is our nonlinear fitting module with 2 iterations, and lsf2+ is lsf2 with robust norm (Huber). Best
results in each category are in bold.

0.5587
0.2439
0.2304
0.1880
+23%

pnp
lsf
lsf2
lsf2+
(lsf - lsf2+) /

MAE

0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
lsf

rgb
rgb
rgb
rgb

Noise and Outliers
Input Method Sparse
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9.1076
4.6260
+49%

Synthia Mono
RMSE

3.0191
1.4564
+52%

MAE
66.43
91.76

δ1
1.3498
0.8619
+36%

5.8643
3.9523
+33%

92.73
96.30

Synthia Stereo
MAE
RMSE
δ1

2.0950
1.7370
+17%

KITTI Stereo
RMSE
0.6295
0.5820
+8%

MAE

δ1
99.00
98.79

Table 2.5: Quantitative results of self-supervised training on various datasets. The densely labeled NYU-V2 is random and
monocular, thus is excluded from this experiment. Here conv-ms is the baseline multi-scale prediction, lsf is the our proposed
method with linear fitting and multi-scale basis. Best results in each category are in bold.

86.87
93.76

2.9904
2.3804
+20%

rgbd
conv-ms
4%
rgbd
lsf
4%
(conv-ms - lsf) / conv-ms

7.4517
6.7326
+10%

V-KITTI Mono
MAE
RMSE
δ1

Self-Supervised Training
Input Method Sparse

Predicted Depth

Sparse Depth

Outlier Mask

Figure 2.4: When using a robust norm, outliers from the input sparse depths can be identified. For KITTI dataset, these outliers usually occur at object boundaries, which we
highlight a few in rectangles. Best view when zoomed in.

2.5.3. Self-supervised Training with Multi-scale Prediction
Table 2.5 shows quantitative comparisons between our linear LSF module with multi-scale
basis and the baseline network under both monocular and stereo self-supervised training.
In this case, the baseline network has more parameters because it needs to predict depths
at different scales independently. We again witness consistent improvement in all metrics
across all datasets except for δ1 in KITTI. Qualitative results are shown in Figure 2.5. For all
self-supervised training, we use the same hyper-parameters on photometric and smoothness
loss as in (Godard et al., 2018), where λp = 1.0 and λs = 0.001. Note in monocular training,
we use the ground truth poses directly, as opposed to having a dedicated pose network.
2.5.4. FusionNet
FusionNet (Gansbeke et al., 2019) generates dense depth predictions by combining both
global and local information guided by color images. Their network also learns two uncertainty maps that fuses the global and local depth maps. The global branch generates a
global depth prediction with uncertainty as well as a guidance map, which is then used in
the local branch to predict a local depth map with uncertainty. These two depth maps are
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GT Depth

Image

0

1

2

3

LSF

Conv-MS

Figure 2.5: Qualitative results of our proposed multi-scale prediction versus the baseline
using stereo self-supervision on KITTI dataset. All intermediate depth maps are upsampled
to the image resolution as suggested in (Godard et al., 2018). Our multi-scale bases are able
to learn a much more detailed depth map compared to the baseline method. Numbers at
top left corner of each image indicate the scale level, where 3 is the full resolution depth
map. Best view when zoomed in.
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0.1035
0.0338
+67%

rgbd
conv
4%
rgbd
lsf
4%
(conv - lsf)/ conv

0.1454
0.0752
+48%

NYU-V2
RMSE
99.00
99.82

δ1
2.3531
1.4440
+39%

MAE
5.5823
4.5085
19%

V-KITTI
RMSE
86.28
95.83

δ1
0.8052
0.6754
+16%

MAE

3.1054
2.9411
+5%

Synthia
RMSE

95.87
96.72

δ1

0.2790
0.2707
3%

MAE

1.0001
0.9142
+9%

KITTI
RMSE

δ1
99.58
99.68

Table 2.6: Quantitative results of supervised training on various datasets using FusionNetGansbeke et al. (2019) baseline . Here
conv denotes the baseline with final convolution, lsf is our linear LSF module. Percentage values listed under the Sparse column
indicates sparsity of image resolution. Best results in each category are in bold.

MAE

Supervised Training
Input Method Sparse

then linearly combined with normalized weights from the corresponding uncertainty maps.
In terms of architectural difference, their network uses an ERFNet (Romera et al., 2018) in
the global branch and two hourglass networks in the local branch. ERFNet is a network designed for efficient semantic segmentation and has around 3M parameters (while ResNet18
has around 15M). There is no multi-scale bases in this baseline and the final activation
function is ReLU.
We use the network implementation from the official repository. We make the following
modifications to their network so that our LSF module can be attached: 1) instead of using
the uncertainty maps to weight the predicted depth, we use them to weight the penultimate
feature maps (bases). Because of the linearity of the convolution operations, this is equivalent
to the original implementation. 2) we trained the network from scratch as a whole instead
of using pretrained weights on CityScapes (Cordts et al., 2016) and break the training into
two steps (first global then local). We tried our best to follow the training settings in the
original paper with a starting learning rate of 1e-3 and L2 loss instead of L1. All networks
are trained for 15 epochs.
Quantitative results are show in table 2.6. Note that some of the results might differ from
the reported numbers from their paper, which can be attributed to many factors such as
differing random seeds, training epochs and weight initialization. However, we made an
honest effort to make sure that the network architecture was the same as the original and
we believe that the improvements in performance offered by our method are representative.
2.5.5. DFuseNet
The main baseline (Ma et al., 2018) that we used adopts an early fusion strategy to combine
color and depth information, where the two streams of information are combined after the
first convolution layer. In DFuseNet (Shivakumar et al., 2019), the authors instead favor a
late fusion approach and use a Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) (He et al., 2014) block in each
branch to incorporate more contextual information. In terms of architectural differences,
their network does not use skip connection and is trained from scratch.
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0.1217
0.0722
+41%

rgbd
conv
4%
rgbd
lsf
4%
(conv - lsf)/ conv

0.2198
0.1517
+31%

NYU-V2
RMSE
97.57
99.18

δ1
3.5029
2.6840
+23%

MAE
8.2014
6.6656
19%

V-KITTI
RMSE
83.05
90.89

δ1
1.5143
1.2929
+14%

MAE

4.8709
4.2834
+13%

Synthia
RMSE

90.19
92.40

δ1

0.7732
0.5526
29%

MAE

1.9537
1.6380
+16%

KITTI
RMSE

δ1
98.21
98.60

Table 2.7: Quantitative results of supervised training on various datasets using DFuseNetShivakumar et al. (2019) baseline . Here
conv denotes the baseline with final convolution, lsf is our linear LSF module. Percentage values listed under the Sparse column
indicates sparsity of image resolution. Best results in each category are in bold.

MAE

Supervised Training
Input Method Sparse

We use the network implementation from the official repository, but make the following
modifications for more stable training: 1) add a batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy,
2015) layer after every convolution except for the last one, 2) remove one scale (pool64)
from the SPP block to make the network trainable with a reasonable batch size on our GPU,
3) change the decoder output from (64, 32, 16, 1) channels to (4, 8, 16, 32) channels bases.
The rest of the training parameters are kept the same as described in their paper.
Quantitative results are shown in Table 2.7. Our LSF module again improve the baseline
by a significant amount under the same training setting.

2.6. Ablation Study
2.6.1. Generalization
We demonstrate the generalization capability of our proposed module compared to the s2d
baseline. We train both models on the KITTI depth completion dataset and evaluate on
the rest (NYU-V2, V-KITTI, and Synthia). Table 2.8 shows the quantitative results of
this set of experiments. We change the evaluation strategy of Synthia and V-KITTI to cap
at 80 meters since the maximum depth of KITTI is around 85 meters, but the maximum
input sparse depth is still 130 meters for both datasets. We observe similar improvements
in networks with our LSF module, which shows that it is able to generalize well to other
datasets.
2.6.2. Convergence Rate
Figure 2.6 shows snapshots of Tensorboard records of several training sessions of the s2d
baseline with and without our LSF module. Notice that on both NYU-V2 and KITTI
datasets (and others that are not shown here), training with our LSF module has a faster
convergence rate, a more stable learning curve and as a result, better validation performance.
This trend is observed in all our experiments with various datasets and baseline networks
(Shivakumar et al., 2019; Gansbeke et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2018). Given this property, we
hypothesize that by using our LSF module, we can quickly fine-tune a pre-trained baseline
model to another dataset.
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conv
4%
lsf
4%
(conv-lsf)/lsf

0.5318
0.2590
+51%

MAE
0.8670
0.8155
+6%

NYU-V2
RMSE
67.93
90.59

δ1
2.8855
1.9189
+33%

MAE
9.1813
6.9789
+24%

V-KITTI
RMSE
90.02
92.80

δ1

4.7380
3.1198
+34%

MAE

14.408
9.5432
+34%

Synthia
RMSE

δ1
69.51
83.07

Table 2.8: Quantitative results of supervised training on KITTI and evaluate on other datasets. Here conv denotes the s2d
baseline Ma et al. (2018), lsf is our linear LSF module. Percentage values listed under the Sparse column indicates sparsity of
image resolution (around 20k for KITTI). Best results in each category are in bold.

rgbd
rgbd

Trained on KITTI
Input Method Sparse

lsf

conv

lsf

KITTI

NYU-V2

conv

Training Loss

Validation MAE

Figure 2.6: Tensorboard records of training loss (L1) and validation MAE on NYU-V2 and
KITTI dataset using both color image and sparse depth as input. Left column shows the
training loss w.r.t. training iterations and right column shows validation MAE w.r.t. training
epochs.

2.6.3. Multi-scale Bases
We’ve already shown in the main paper that our least squares fitting with multi-scale bases
outperforms the baseline in various self-supervised training frameworks. Here, we show
additional experiments of multi-scale vs single-scale bases in supervised learning, using a
multi-scale bases of size (4, 8, 16, 32) versus a single scale basis of size 60. These two
schemes have exactly the same same parameters. The results in table 2.9 show that using
the multi-scale formulation is even beneficial in settings where only a single full resolution
depth map is needed. This improvement can be partially explained by the fact that gradients
can now directly flow back to the intermediate decoder layers rather than indirectly from
the final layer. This is also related to the idea of deep supervision (Wang et al., 2015), which
demonstrated that adding intermediate supervision facilitates training of very deep neural
networks. Therefore, we use multi-scale bases in all our experiment with the baseline, for it
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Basis
60
4,8,16,32

MAE
0.0315
0.0300

NYU-V2
RMSE
0.0757
0.0735

δ1
99.83
99.83

MAE
0.5332
0.5317

Synthia
RMSE
3.1353
3.1057

δ1
97.83
97.84

Table 2.9: Quantitative results of single-scale vs multi-scale bases on various datasets under
supervised training using s2d baseline network. All networks are trained using the LSF
module with rgbd input where the sparse depth has a 4% sparsity. Best results in each
category are in bold.
doesn’t introduce extra parameters, yields superior performance and is compatible with both
supervised and self-supervised training paradigms. We use single-scale bases for FusionNet
(Gansbeke et al., 2019) because their network is not designed for multi-scale prediction.
2.6.4. Underdetermined Systems
In our setup, the linear system will become underdetermined when the number of sparse
samples is smaller than the number of basis. Although this has rarely been evaluated in
prior literature (100 samples in (Wang et al., 2018)), we test our module under such extreme
cases (50 samples).
We use 50 sparse depths samples for both training and validation, which is less than the
dimension of the basis used (60) which makes the linear system in the LSF module underdetermined. Due to the small number of samples, we increase the regularization parameter λ
to 0.01. Note that PnP (Wang et al., 2018) does not require training and operates directly
on the pretrained baseline. Table 2.10 shows the result of this experiment. In this case, our
LSF module does not outperform the baseline nor PnP, but it still provides a reasonable
result due to the regularization in the fitting.
When the number of sparse depth samples goes to 0, our module will inevitably fail, while
the other baselines are still able to output a solution. This is indeed a drawback to our
method and we plan to address this issue in future work.
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Method
conv
pnp
lsf

MAE
0.2218
0.2233
0.3313

NYU-V2
RMSE
0.4170
0.4170
0.5464

δ1
92.03
92.12
83.63

MAE
6.1841
6.0465
8.2031

V-KITTI
RMSE
14.273
14.119
16.686

δ1
74.13
75.21
55.75

Table 2.10: Quantitative results of training and testing on 50 depth samples. All networks
take rgbd input. Here conv denotes the s2d baseline, pnp denotes applying PnP module
on the trained conv network with 5 iterations, lsf is our linear fitting module. Best results
in each category are in bold.
Method
conv
lsf0
lsf1
lsf2
lsf3

MAE
0.1089
0.0300
0.0293
0.0293
0.0292

NYU-V2
RMSE
0.1679
0.0735
0.0721
0.0720
0.0720

δ1
99.20
99.83
99.83
99.83
99.83

MAE
1.5683
1.2598
1.2932
1.2643
1.3047

V-KITTI
RMSE
4.8982
4.6227
4.5717
4.6114
4.6159

δ1
94.68
97.32
96.92
97.07
96.78

Table 2.11: Quantitative results of training our LSF module with various numbers of iterations using the baseline. Here conv denotes the baseline, lsf is our linear fitting module
with the trailing digit indicating the number of iterations. For example, lsf0 means linear
fitting, lsf2 means nonlinear fitting with 2 iterations. Best results in each category are in
bold.

2.6.5. Number of Iterations for Nonlinear Fitting
We ran several experiments training the baseline network with our nonlinear LSF module
while varying the number of iterations used. Results are shown in table 2.11. Like many
iterative approaches, we see a diminishing return with increasing number of iterations. Empirically, we found that 2 iterations strike a balance between performance and efficiency, and
thus use it across all our nonlinear fitting experiments. However, we did not observe any
instability with more iterations, other than a marginal variation in validation metrics.
2.6.6. Runtime Comparison
In Figure 2.7, we show runtime comparisons between variants of our LSF modules and the
baseline in both training and inference. The increase in computation time is due to the
(repeated) solving of a linear system of equations whose complexity depends on the size of
the basis. The number of sparse depth samples has a very small impact to the runtime (as
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Time [ms]

conv
34.4

lsf
42.3

lsf2
45.9

cspn
53.9

pnp
335.2

Table 2.12: Runtime comparison across different methods on a single 512×512 image with
1024 sparse depth samples during inference. Add methods are using the baseline network.
We run cspn for 12 iterations and pnp for 5 iterations as suggested in their paper.

256 × 256

512 × 512

conv

lsf

training

inference
50

150

time [ms]

lsf2

125

40

100

30

75

20

50
25

10
8 16 32

64

128

number of bases

8 16 32

64

128

number of bases

Figure 2.7: Training and inference time of our LSF module compared to the s2d baseline
on one sample for one iteration on a single GTX 1080-Ti GPU. Here, conv refers to the
baseline with a final convolution layer, lsf refers to our module with linear fitting, and lsf2
is the nonlinear version with 2 Gauss-Newton steps. Different colors indicate different image
sizes.
explained above), and we fix it to 1024 in this experiment. Our linear LSF module adds
on average 46% to inference time compared to the baseline network. Note that the times
provided in the graph represent the total time required for a complete forward/backward
pass through the network.

2.7. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a novel approach to the depth completion problem that augments
deep convolutional networks with a least squares fitting procedure. This method allows us
to combine some of the best features of modern deep networks and classical regression algorithms. This scheme could be applied to a number of proposed depth completion networks
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or other regression problems to improve performance. Our proposed module is differentiable
which means the modified networks can still be trained from end to end. This is important
because retraining the networks allows them to make better use of the new fitting layer and
allows them to produce better depth bases from the input data. We then describe how a
linear least squares fitting scheme could be extended to incorporate robust estimation to
improve resilience to noise and outliers which are common in real world data. We also show
the method can be employed in self-supervised settings where no ground truth is available.
We validate our fitting module on a state-of-the-art depth completion network with various
input modalities, training frameworks, and datasets.
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CHAPTER 3
Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting for Depth Completion with
Uncertainty
3.1. Introduction
As we seek to incorporate learned modules in safety critical applications such as autonomous
driving, reliable uncertainty estimation becomes as critical as prediction accuracy. Depth
completion is one such task where well-calibrated uncertainty estimates can help to enable
robust machine perception. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are commonly
used to solve structured regression problems like depth prediction due to their strong expressive power and inductive bias (Eigen et al., 2014). However, in its native form, a CNN
only produces a point estimate, which offers few insights into whether or where its output
should be trusted. Many probabilistic deep learning methods have been proposed to address
this issue (MacKay, 1992; Gal, 2016), but they often fail to output calibrated uncertainty
(Guo et al., 2017) or become susceptible to distributional shift (Ovadia et al., 2019). Moreover, these methods can be expensive to compute due to the need for test time sampling
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) or inference over multiple models (Lakshminarayanan et al.,
2017).
In this work, we propose a method for depth completion with uncertainty estimation that
avoids the above limitations. Our approach builds on the idea of Deep Basis Fitting (DBF)
(Qu et al., 2020). DBF replaces the last layer of a depth completion network with a set
of data-dependent weights. These weights are computed by a differentiable least squares
fitting module between the penultimate features and the sparse depths. The network can
also be seen as an adaptive basis function which explicitly models scene structure on a
low-dimensional manifold (Bloesch et al., 2018; Tang and Tan, 2019). It can be used as a
replacement to the final layer (with no change to the rest of the network or training scheme),
which greatly improves depth completion performance.
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Image
Depth Pred. Depth GT
Uncert.
Pred. Error
Figure 3.1: Qualitative results of our method, Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting (BDBF), which
outputs uncertainty estimates with depth completion.
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We extend Deep Basis Fitting by formulating it within a Bayesian evidence framework
(Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007). This is done by placing a prior distribution on the DBF
weights and marginalizing it out during inference. Research has shown that such last-layer
probabilistic approaches have been shown to be reasonable approximations to full Bayesian
Neural Networks (Kristiadi et al., 2020), while providing the advantage of tractable inference
(Ober and Rasmussen, 2019). This is conceptually similar to Neural Linear Models (NLMs)
(Snoek et al., 2015) with the notable distinction that we perform Bayesian linear regression
on each image as opposed to the entire dataset.
A Bayesian treatment also enables depth completion with highly sparse data. In DBF, when
the number of sparse depths falls below the dimension of the bases, the underlying linear
system becomes under-determined. We show that by learning a shared prior across images,
our method is able to handle any number of sparse depth measurements.
We name our approach Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting (BDBF) and summarize its advantages:
1) It can be used as a drop-in replacement to the final layer of many depth completion networks and outputs uncertainty estimates (in the form of per-pixel variance). 2) Compared
to other uncertainty estimation techniques, it produces higher quality uncertainty with one
training session, one saved model and one forward pass, without needing extra parameters
or modifications to the loss function. 3) It can handle any sparsity level, with performance
degrading gracefully towards a pure monocular method when the number of depth measurements goes to zero.

3.2. Related Work
3.2.1. Uncertainty Estimation for Neural Networks
We start by reviewing uncertainty estimation techniques for neural networks. There are
two types of uncertainty that one could model: epistemic (model), which describe the uncertainty in the model and aleatoric (data), which reflects the inherent noise in the data
(Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009). Modeling uncertainty in neural networks can be achieved
by placing probabilistic distributions on network weights. Such networks are called Bayesian
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Neural Networks (BNN) (MacKay, 1992). Direct inference in BNNs is intractable for continuous variables, and different approximation techniques have been explored (MacKay,
1992; Jordan et al., 1999; Graves, 2011; Blundell et al., 2015; Neal, 1995; Minka, 2001;
Jylänki et al., 2014). However, they don’t scale well to large datasets and complex models,
and are thus impractical for current vision tasks.
Gal et al . (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) proposed the use of dropout as an approximate
variational inference method for BNNs. However, their method requires multiple forward
passes to obtain Monte Carlo model estimates at test time. Another research direction
is assumed density filtering (ADF) (Opper and Winther, 1998) which can be viewed as a
single Expectation Propagation pass. Gast et al . (Gast and Roth, 2018) chose to propagate
activation uncertainties without probabilistic weights in a lightweight manner, which requires
modifying the layer operations based on moment matching.
Predictive methods directly output mean and variance of some parametric distribution by
minimizing the negative-log likelihood (NLL) loss (Nix and Weigend, 1994). They only
require small changes to the original network by adding a variance prediction head. This
simplicity makes it a popular choice among recent works (Kendall and Gal, 2017; Liu et al.,
2020).
Ensemble methods either train multiple models independently with different initializations
(bootstrap) (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017) or save several copies of weights at different
stages during training (snapshot) (Huang et al., 2017). These methods only model epistemic uncertainty but can be combined with a predictive one to model data uncertainty.
They achieve good performances in various experimental settings (Gustafsson et al., 2020;
Poggi et al., 2020; Ilg et al., 2018), but still need multiple inference passes at test time,
which makes them less suitable for resource constrained platforms.
Table 3.1 summarizes the aforementioned approaches and highlights the difference compared
to ours. In Sec. 3.4.1 we describe in detail the methods that we evaluate against.
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Method
Predictive (Nix and Weigend, 1994)
Dropout (Predictive) (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016)
Snapshot (Predictive) (Huang et al., 2017)
Bootstrap (Predictive) (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017)
Proposed (BDBF)

#T
1
1
1
K
1

#M
1
1
K
K
1

#F
1
K
K
K
1

Alea.
✓
(✓)
(✓)
(✓)
✓

Epis.
✓
✓
✓
✓

Table 3.1: Comparison of different uncertainty estimation techniques. The first three
columns represent number of training sessions (T), copies of model saved (M), and number
of forward passes (F) at test time respectively. Last two columns indicate whether a method
estimates data or model uncertainties. Dropout, snapshot and bootstrap ensemble can all
be combined with a predictive approach to model data uncertainty. BDBF has the same
complexity as predictive methods.

3.2.2. Uncertainty Estimation in Depth Completion
Great progress has been made in the past few years on depth completion ranging from
high-density completion for RGB-D/ToF cameras (Liu and Gong, 2013; Ferstl et al., 2013;
Xue et al., 2017; Zhang and Funkhouser, 2018), to mid-density completion from LiDAR sensors (Uhrig et al., 2017; Ma and Karaman, 2018; Chodosh et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2019;
Cheng et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2019;
Yang et al., 2019). Recently, there has also been rising interests in low-density completion from map points generated by Visual-SLAM or Visual-Inertial Odometry (Wang et al.,
2018; Wong et al., 2020; Sartipi et al., 2020; Zuo et al., 2020). Unlike systems that are designed for a particular sparsity or sensing modality, our proposed method can be seen as a
general component for depth completion similar to DBF (Qu et al., 2020).
A complete review of depth completion literature is out of the scope of this work, we instead
focus on methods that also estimate uncertainty. Gansbeke et al . (Gansbeke et al.,
2019) predict depth and confidence weights for both color and depth branch and fuse them
based on the confidence maps. Qiu et al . (Qiu et al., 2019) adopt a similar strategy, but
additionally guide the depth branch via surface normal prediction. Xu et al . (Xu et al.,
2019) use a shared encoder and multiple decoders to predict surface normal, coarse depth
and confidence, then use an anisotropic diffusion process to produce refined depth. Park et
al . (Park et al., 2020) instead use a single encoder-decoder network to predict initial depth,
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affinities and confidence before applying a non-local spatial propagation to produce the final
depth. Note that the uncertainties produced by the above methods are not calibrated and
are only used internally. Therefore, they are not readily useful to downstream tasks that
require probabilistic reasoning. This type of uncertainty estimation can also be seen as a
simplified version of the predictive method in (Nix and Weigend, 1994) without the NLL
loss.
Few works have tried to evaluate the quality of depth completion uncertainty. Eldesokey et
al . (Eldesokey et al., 2020) present a probabilistic normalized convolution (Eldesokey et al.,
2018) that estimates confidence of both input sparse depths and output dense prediction, for
unguided depth completion. Gustafsson et al . (Gustafsson et al., 2020) compared several uncertainty estimation methods applied to depth completion in the same spirit as (Poggi et al.,
2020). We follow their approach and provide a systematic comparison of our proposed
method against the best performing schemes from (Gustafsson et al., 2020; Poggi et al.,
2020) and demonstrate superior performance and efficiency across a range of datasets.

3.3. Method
3.3.1. Problem Formulation
D
Let D = {(xn , yn )}N
n=1 be a dataset containing ND samples. We wish to learn a neural

network f that maps x to y. In depth completion, the input x is usually an image and
sparse depth pair (I, S), and the output y is the predicted depth map D. We refer to fθ as
the basis network and its output Φ a set of depth bases (Qu et al., 2020). Φ is then reduced
by a linear layer fw to z, which is then mapped to positive depth values via a nonlinear
activation function g.

y = f (x) = g ◦ fw ◦ fθ (x) = g ◦ fw (Φ) = g(z)

(3.3.1)

With a slight abuse of notation, we call z the latent variable and choose g to be the exponential function (Eigen et al., 2014), so z effectively corresponds to log depth. An overview
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Figure 3.2: An overview of BDBF for depth completion. The input to the network is an
RGB image I and optionally a sparse depth map S. The network produces a M -dimensional
depth bases Φ, which has the same spatial resolution as I. BDBF then solves for the weights
w given the sparse depth at valid pixel locations. w can then be used to reduce the bases
into a single channel latent prediction Z, before going through the activation g to produce
depth D.
of our method is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.2. Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting
We choose to model the distribution of each pixel in the latent space z rather than in the
target space y, since depth is strictly positive and may span several orders of magnitude
(Snelson et al., 2003). Assuming Gaussian noise in the latent space, we define our model to
be
zi = w⊤ ϕi + ϵi ,

ϵi ∼ N (0, β −1 )

(3.3.2)

where ϕi denotes the basis entries corresponding to the latent pixel value zi and β ∈ R is
a precision parameter that corresponds to the inverse variance of the noise. Assuming that
the errors at each pixel are independent, the likelihood function is
p(z|x, w) = N (z|Φw, β −1 I)

(3.3.3)

here Φ is the N ×M design matrix with N the number of sparse depths and M the dimension
of w. It is assembled by extracting the basis entries at the pixel locations specified by S.
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Given a suitable prior on the last-layer weights p(w) = N (m0 , α−1 Σ0 ), where α ∈ R is
a precision parameter to scale the covariance Σ0 , the posterior distribution of w can be
computed analytically following Bayes’ rule (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007):
(3.3.4)

p(w|x, z) = N (m, Σ)
∝ N (w|m0 , α−1 Σ0 ) · N (z|Φw, β −1 I)

(3.3.5)

where the mean and covariance are given by
⊤
m = Σ(αΣ−1
0 m0 + βΦ z)

(3.3.6)

⊤
−1
Σ = (αΣ−1
0 + βΦ Φ)

(3.3.7)

The latent predictive distribution for a pixel at test time is

p(z∗ |x, z) =

Z

p(z∗ |w)p(w|x, z)dw

= N (z∗ |m⊤ ϕ∗ , ϕ⊤
∗ Σϕ∗ )

(3.3.8)
(3.3.9)

The Gaussian assumption is made solely for the purpose of tractable inference. In practice,
the shape of the predictive distribution depends heavily on the loss function. Since we use
L1 loss for training, we employ a Laplace distribution as its parametric form for evaluating
uncertainty (Ilg et al., 2018; Bloesch et al., 2018). Additionally, a robust norm like Huber
(Huber, 1964) can be applied if outliers are present in the target (Triggs et al., 1999) .
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3.3.3. Training
Loss Function
The standard way of learning such models is by maximizing the marginal likelihood function
with respect to the parameters θ of the basis function fθ ,
1
ln p(z|x, α, β) = (N ln β + M ln α − N ln 2π
2

(3.3.10)

− E(m) + ln |Σ| − ln |Σ0 |)
E(w) = β∥z − Φw∥2 + α∥w − m0 ∥2Σ0

(3.3.11)

where ∥v∥A = v⊤ A−1 v is the Mahalanobis norm. This is known in literature as type 2
maximum likelihood (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007).
Directly maximizing (3.3.10) has two practical issues. First, one needs to estimate the
hyperparameters α and β, which adds large overhead during training. Second, gradients
need to be back-propagated through costly operations like matrix inversion and determinant.
Together, they pose challenges to the training phase and often produce empirically similar
results to a point estimate (Snoek et al., 2015). We avoid these issues by assuming sufficient
sparse points in training (N ≫ M ). This renders the linear system over-determined, which
allows us to treat the prior p(w) as infinitely broad. The solution in (3.3.6) therefore
reduces to a maximum likelihood (ML) one which can be computed efficiently in one pass
(Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007).
wML = (Φ⊤ Φ)−1 Φ⊤ z
−1
βML
=

1
∥z − ΦwML ∥2
N

(3.3.12)
(3.3.13)

The predicted mean and variance of z∗ at training time are given by the following according
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to (3.3.9)
⊤
µ = wML
ϕ,

−1 ⊤
σ 2 = βML
ϕ (Φ⊤ Φ)−1 ϕ

(3.3.14)

Given the above results, we can minimize the Negative Log-Likelihood Loss (NLL) assuming
a Laplace distribution (Ilg et al., 2018), which is defined for a single pixel as

− log p(z|µ, b) ∝

|µ − z|
+ log b,
b

2b2 = σ 2

(3.3.15)

However, this would still involve back-propagation through a costly matrix inversion as
in (3.3.12). We find in our experiments that this sometimes causes numerical instability
during training and incurs a visible decrease in prediction accuracy. Therefore, we opt to
minimize directly the L1 loss for supervised learning. This allows our network to be trained
in its original form without suffering from the performance drop caused by the NLL loss
(Loquercio et al., 2020).
Uncertainty Calibration
Not using the likelihood loss comes with the risk of over-confidence in uncertainty estimation, since there is no explicit penalty on the variance prediction. As the number of
parameters in θ is usually on the order of millions, the noise variance β −1 will be pushed
towards zero (Ober and Rasmussen, 2019). One solution is to regularize θ using an L2 regularization term in the optimizer. This introduces an extra hyperparameter to tune: a small
regularization would not prevent overfitting, while a large one will render the feature bases
inexpressive (Thakur et al., 2020). We notice empirically that the amount of overconfidence
in our method is consistent during training and validation. Therefore, we take a pragmatic
approach and propose to solve this problem in terms of estimator consistency (Bailey et al.,
2006), measured by normalized estimation error squared (NEES). For a Laplace distribution,
NEES is defined as ε = (µ − z)2 /b2 . We record the average NEES ε̄ at training time for the
last epoch, and use it to scale the variance accordingly during inference with σ̄ 2 = ε̄σ 2 , which
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attempts to make the final prediction consistent. Note that the scaling factor is computed
entirely at training without any additional data and NEES is not used as a loss function.
Shared Prior
Although the prior p(w) is not used in training, we still need it for inference. Rather than
estimating a different prior for each image, we make another simplifying assumption that
there exists a shared prior for the entire dataset. This aligns with our observation from
experiments that p(w) shows a relatively sharp peak. Given our training strategy, we adopt
a frequentist approach and collect all ML solutions of weights wML within one training
epoch. The mean, m0 , and covariance, Σ0 , can then be computed from this set. Having a
shared prior enables robust depth completion from a few sparse depth measurements.
3.3.4. Inference
Inference follows the standard evidence framework (Bishop and Nasrabadi, 2007). We use
EM (Dempster et al., 1977) to estimate the hyperparameters α and β. The re-estimation
equations are obtained by maximizing the expected complete-data log likelihood with respect
to α, β

1
∥m − m0 ∥2Σ0 + tr(Σ−1
0 Σ)
M

1 
=
∥z − Φm∥2 + tr(Φ⊤ ΦΣ)
N

α−1 =

(3.3.16)

β −1

(3.3.17)

where tr(·) is the matrix trace operator. The re-estimated α and β are then plugged back
into (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) to recompute m and Σ. We initialize this process empirically with
√
α = 1 and β = N and set the maximum number of iterations to 8. In practice we reach
convergence within 2 to 3 iterations when N ≫ M , thus incurring only a small computation
overhead. In the extreme case when N → 0, we rely on the shared prior alone for a pure
monocular prediction.
µ = m⊤
0 ϕ,

σ 2 = ϕ⊤ Σ0 ϕ
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(3.3.18)

3.4. Evaluation
In this section, we thoroughly evaluate our proposed method (bdbf ). We show with extensive
experimental results on three different datasets and various sparsity settings that our method
outperforms baseline approaches in uncertainty estimates with accurate depth prediction,
and remains resilient to sparsity change and domain shift.
3.4.1. Baselines
We describe three baselines for uncertainty estimation that we compare to, which are shown
to have strong performance (Poggi et al., 2020; Gustafsson et al., 2020) and can be evaluated under controlled settings. As discussed in Section 3.3, all methods output mean and
variance of the latent prediction before g(·), and are trained with either L1 loss or its NLL
variant (3.3.15).
For empirical methods, we choose Snapshot Ensemble (Huang et al., 2017) (snap) which can
be completed in one training session such that all methods have the same training budget.
The mean and variance are computed using K snapshots.

µ=

K
1 X
µi ,
K

σ2 =

i=1

K
1 X
(µi − µ)2
K

(3.4.1)

i=1

For predictive methods (log) (Nix and Weigend, 1994), we attach a variance prediction head
parallel to the depth prediction and train with the NLL loss. Finally, we combine the above
two (snap+log) (Kendall and Gal, 2017) to form a predictive ensemble method.
K
1 X
µ=
µi ,
K
i=1

K

1 X
(µi − µ)2 + σi2
σ =
K
2

i=1
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(3.4.2)

3.4.2. Datasets
Virtual KITTI 2
The VKITTI2 dataset (Cabon et al., 2020b) is an updated and improved version to its predecessor (Gaidon et al., 2016b). We use sequences 2, 6, 18 and 20 with variations clone,
morning, overcast and sunset for training and validation, and clone in sequence 1 for
testing. This results in 6717 training and 447 testing images. The sparse depths are generated by randomly sampling pixels that have a depth less than 80m (Gustafsson et al., 2020).
Ground truth depths are also capped to 80m following common evaluation protocols. All
images are downsampled by half.
NYU Depth V2
The NYU-V2 (Silberman et al., 2012) dataset is comprised of various indoor scenes recorded
by an off-the-shelf RGB-D camera. We use the 1449 densely labeled pairs of aligned RGB
and depth images. and split it into approximately 75% training and 25% testing. The
same depth sampling strategy is adopted as above. Note that we intentionally choose this
small dataset (as opposed to the full) to evaluate uncertainty estimation under data scarcity
(Thakur et al., 2020).
3.4.3. Metrics
Depth prediction metrics.
We evaluate depth completion performance using standard metrics (Eigen et al., 2014).
Specifically, we report MAE, RMSE and accuracy (δ-threshold) on depth. Due to space
limitation, we only report δ1 < 1.25.
Uncertainty estimation metrics.
Unlike depth prediction which can be compared to ground truth, the true probability density
function of depth is not available. This makes evaluating uncertainty estimates a difficult
task in itself. We describe three popular metrics from the literature for evaluating uncertainty estimates. Note that each metric has its own advantages and drawbacks, we seek to
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provide a more comprehensive evaluation by reporting all three.
1) Area Under the Sparsification Error curve (AUSE)↓.
Sparsification plots (Aodha et al., 2013) are commonly used for measuring the quality of
uncertainty estimates. Given an error metric (e.g. MAE), we sort the prediction errors by
their uncertainty in descending order and compute the error metric repeatedly by removing
a fraction (e.g. 1%) of the most uncertain subset. An oracle sparsification curve is obtained
by sorting using the true prediction errors. AUSE is the area between the sparsification
curve and the oracle curve. This normalizes the oracle out and can be used to compare
different methods (Ilg et al., 2018). Note that AUSE is a relative measure of uncertainty
quality, since its computation relies on the order of predicted uncertainties. This means that
uncertainty estimates can be scaled or shifted by any positive number without affecting the
AUSE score.
2) Area Under the Calibration Error curve (AUCE)↓.
For an absolute measure of uncertainty estimation quality, (Gustafsson et al., 2020) proposes
to generalize the Expected Calibration Error (ECE) (Guo et al., 2017) metric to regression.
For Laplace distributions, given mean µ and variance σ 2 , we construct prediction intervals
µ ± Ψ−1 ( p+1
2 )b for p ∈ (0, 1), where Ψ is the CDF of the unit Laplace distribution. For each
value of p, we compute the proportion of pixels p̂ for which the true target falls within the
predicted interval. For a well-calibrated model, p̂ should closely match p. The Calibration
Error curve is defined as |p − p̂|, and AUCE is the area under this curve. Like ECE, AUCE
is not a proper scoring rule (Ovadia et al., 2019), as there exists trivial solutions which yield
perfect scores.
3) Negative Log-likelihood (NLL)↓.
NLL (3.3.15) is commonly used to evaluate the quality of model uncertainty on a held-out
dataset (Ovadia et al., 2019). It is a proper scoring rule (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007), but
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over-emphasizes tail probabilities (Candela et al., 2005) and cannot fully capture posterior
in-between uncertainty (Thakur et al., 2020).
KITTI Depth Completion.
We also evaluate on the KITTI depth completion dataset (Uhrig et al., 2017) following
its official train/val split. For all experiments other than the official submission, we down
sample both the image and depth by half. We use all categories from the KITTI raw dataset
(Geiger et al., 2012) except for the Person category. The sparse depths are generated by
projecting LiDAR point clouds onto the image plane and occupy around 4% of the pixels.
3.4.4. Network architecture
We use the same basis network for all methods, which is an encoder-decoder architecture with
skip connection similar to that in(Qu et al., 2020). We use a MobileNet-V2(Snelson et al.,
2003) pretrained on ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2017). The decoder outputs a set of multiscale bases (Qu et al., 2020), which are then upsampled to the input resolution and concatenated together to form a final 63-dimensional basis. For baseline methods we initialize the
bias of depth prediction head with the average log depth of the dataset and let the variance
head predict an initial variance of 1. Our method, however, requires no initialization. When
using sparse depths as network input, we adopt the two-stage approach from (Wong et al.,
2020) which first scaffolds the sparse depths by interpolation and then fuses it with the first
layer of the encoder via convolution. Note that this depth pre-processing step is orthogonal to the uncertainty estimation techniques and we choose this approach for its simplicity
and applicability to both mid- and low-sparsity. All networks use the same setup unless
otherwise stated.
The specific network architecture is of little importance to our approach, since all methods
use exactly the same basis network, initialization and random seeds. Nevertheless, we list
detailed architecture here for completeness.
We use the scaffolding approach detailed in (Wong et al., 2020) to interpolate sparse depths
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input. We then adopt an early fusion strategy where the interpolated depth map goes
through a single convolution block (with normalization and nonlinear activation) with stride
2 to be merged with the first stage feature map of the image encoder. The fused feature
map is then used as input to the subsequent stages of the encoder. The encoder is an
ImageNet-pretrained MobileNet-v2 (Sandler et al., 2018) which output a set of multi-scale
feature maps {Ei } at each stage with channels (16, 24, 32, 96, 320) in decreasing resolution.
These feature maps except for the last one are then used as skip connection to the decoder,
which eventually output another set of multi-scale features {Di } with channels (256, 192,
128, 64, 32) in increasing resolution. We keep the encoder essentially intact, while using
ELU (Clevert et al., 2016) activation throughout the decoder. This is due to the suggestion
from (Snoek et al., 2015), where they found a smooth activation function produces better
quality uncertainty estimates. The decoder output {Di } are then used to generate the
final multi-scale bases {Φi } with channels (2, 4, 8, 16, 32) in increase resolution. They are
then upsampled (via bilinear interpolation) to the input image resolution and concatenated
together (Qu et al., 2020). This final 63-dimensional basis Φ (with a bias channel) is fed into
either our proposed bdbf module, or a normal convolution to generate the latent prediction
before the final activation function g.
3.4.5. Training parameters.
For training we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learning
rate of 2e-4 and reduce it by half every 5 epochs following (Ma et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2020).
We train our method for 20 epochs and all others for 30. This is to account for the increased training time using our method. For Snapshot Ensemble,we follow the original paper (Huang et al., 2017) and use the cyclic annealing scheduler from (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017) with the same initial learning rate as before. we train for 5 epochs per cycle, and discard the worst snapshot, which leaves us with 5 snapshots. All training is carried out on a
single Tesla V100 GPU with the same batch size and random seed. For data augmentation
we apply a random horizontal flip with a probability of 0.5 and a small color jitter of 0.02.
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snap+log

log

bdbf

Pred. Error Uncertainty Depth Pred.

snap

Figure 3.3: Qualitative results of all methods trained and test with 5% sparsity on VKITTI2.

3.5. Results
3.5.1. Mid-density Depth Completion
In this setting, we train all methods with 5% sparsity. Table 3.2 shows quantitative results
when testing on the same dataset under the same sparsity level. This is considered an
in-distribution test. We see significant improvements of our method in almost all metrics.
Figure 3.3 shows qualitative results of one sample from the VKITTI2 test set. Compared
to others, bdbf not only predicts higher quality depths but also sharper uncertainties that
closely match the true prediction errors. This indicates that the learned depth bases in ours
is expressive for predicting both depth and uncertainty. However for predictive methods like
log, despite having the same network capacity, the resulting bases seem to be competing for
expressive power between depth and uncertainty due to the fixed final layer and the NLL
loss.
We take a closer look at one sample from the NYU-V2 test set in Figure 3.4 (a), by plotting
√
the absolute prediction error in log space e = |µ − z| and uncertainty bound b = σ/ 2 for
one row of pixels in Figure 3.4 (b), and the normalized error density ee = e/b on the entire
image in Figure 3.4 (c). bdbf is the only method where the bound traces the general shape
of the prediction error and whose normalized error density resembles that of a unit Laplace
distribution. snap fails to capture the underlying error distribution. log and snap+log
produce decent relative uncertainties (AUSE) but are not well-calibrated (AUCE). Figure
3.5 (a) (b) show sparsification error and calibration plots for the in-distribution test on both
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1.192
1.271
1.318
0.709
0.703

3.267
3.432
3.423
2.928
2.925

RMSE
95.59
95.33
95.37
97.88
97.88

0.445
0.142
0.149
0.148
0.110

VKITTI2
δ1
AUSE
0.170
0.117
0.125
0.163
0.136

AUCE
-0.714
-1.582
-1.421
-2.488
-2.596

NLL
0.061
0.058
0.057
0.026
0.026

MAE

0.126
0.123
0.121
0.082
0.082

RMSE

99.35
99.32
99.34
99.64
99.64

0.036
0.018
0.018
0.007
0.007

NYU-V2
δ1
AUSE

0.202
0.256
0.210
0.054
0.039

AUCE

NLL
-1.390
-1.596
-1.783
-3.145
-3.151

Table 3.2: Quantitative results of all methods trained and tested with 5% sparsity on VKITTI2 and NYU-V2.

5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgbd

snap
snap+log
log
dbf
bdbf

MAE

Trained with 5%
Input
Method
%

Depth GT

Depth Pred.

(b) Abs. Log Depth Error and Bounds

Uncertainty

Pred. Error

(c) Normalized Error Density

bdbf

log

snap+log

snap

(a) bdbf sample

Image

Pixel

Normalized Log Depth Error

Figure 3.4: (a) Qualitative results of bdbf on one test image from NYU-V2. (b) Absolute
log depth error (blue line) and 3b bounds (blue shades) for a single row of pixels (red line)
from the image. (c) Normalized error density of the entire image compared to a unit Laplace
distribution (red line). All axes are of the same scale within each column.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Sparsification error, (b) calibration error and (c) sparsity change plots of NLL
vs. MAE with 5% sparsity on VKITTI2 (top) and NYU-V2 (bottom). Sparsification and
calibration plots are generated using 5% test sparsity. Sparsity change plots are generated
with varying test sparsity from 5% to 1%.
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datasets, which are used to compute AUSE and AUCE respectively. We see that predictive
method (log) performs similar to its ensemble variant snap+log and both are better than the
pure ensemble method, snap. This is consistent with findings in (Ilg et al., 2018; Poggi et al.,
2020).
We also evaluate all methods under the effect of distributional (dataset) shift (Ovadia et al.,
2019). Here we mainly focus on the following two aspects: sparsity change and domain
shift. For sparsity change within mid-density, we take models trained on 5% sparsity and
test on varying sparsity level from 5% to 1%. Results are shown in Figure 3.5 (c). Note that
these plots reflect how each method performs on two axes in terms of uncertainty estimation
(NLL) and depth prediction (MAE), where better methods should reside closer to the lower
left corner. We see that performance of all methods degrade in a similar manner with
deceasing sparsity, which is largely due to the sparse depth scaffolding approach we choose.
However, bdbf stands out with its 1% result better than the 5% results of its competitors.
We refer the reader to our supplementary material for results on domain shift.
3.5.2. Low-density Depth Completion
In this setting, we train all methods with 500 sparse points, which is roughly 0.5% sparsity
given our image size. We also introduce a slight variation of our method bdbf(rgb) which only
uses sparse depths at the fitting stage (not as network input). Because at very low sparsity
levels (e.g. 50 points), the scaffolding method we use for depth interpolation (Wong et al.,
2020) struggles to recover the scene structure which impacts the performance of all rgbd
methods.
The top half of Table 3.3 shows the in-distribution test of all methods. Among the four
rgbd methods, bdbf again outperforms the rest by a large margin. bdbf(rgb), despite not
utilizing the rich information provided by the interpolated depths, performs on-par with the
baselines. The real advantage of this approach is that it does not suffer from the artifacts
caused by poor depth interpolation in the very low sparsity regime, which makes it sparsityinvariant. This claim is verified in Figure 3.6, which shows how each method’s performance
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log
bdbf

rgb†
rgb
11.78
9.610

5.403
5.571
5.800
5.067
4.994
5.642

RMSE

61.48
62.78

90.14
89.88
89.13
92.58
92.71
88.67
1.591
1.381

0.459
0.273
0.299
0.453
0.392
0.481

VKITTI2
δ1
AUSE

0.291
0.264

0.229
0.036
0.095
0.051
0.014
0.015

AUCE

2.407
0.809

-0.207
-1.150
-0.906
-1.175
-1.215
-0.979

NLL

0.366
0.664

0.096
0.095
0.097
0.065
0.064
0.098

MAE

0.561
0.944

0.206
0.213
0.212
0.167
0.166
0.199

RMSE

75.08
47.76

97.53
97.44
97.44
98.45
98.46
98.48

0.161
0.245

0.053
0.025
0.025
0.020
0.021
0.030

NYU-V2
δ1
AUSE

0.191
0.044

0.261
0.205
0.152
0.055
0.030
0.014

AUCE

NLL

0.187
0.459

0.211
-1.393
-1.502
-2.186
-2.199
-1.689

Table 3.3: Quantitative results of all methods trained and tested with 500 sparse depths and our proposed method tested with no
sparse depths compared to a monocular depth prediction baseline(†). rgbd under the input column indicates the basis network uses
the sparse depths scaffolding approach from (Wong et al., 2020), whereas rgb uses color image as basis network input only.
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Figure 3.6: Sparsity change plots of all methods trained with 500 sparse depths and test
with various sparsity from 500 to 50. The small subplots show how the performance of each
method changes with decreasing sparsity w.r.t. the performance of their in-distribution test
(500). Shorter lines indicate better sparsity-invariance.
deteriorates with decreasing sparsity. It is shown in the small subplots that bdbf(rgb) is able
to maintain good performance even with as few as 50 points.
Finally, we test bdbf(rgb) with no sparse depths, which relies only on the shared prior to make
a prediction. We ignore all rgbd methods because with nothing to interpolate the network
outputs poor solutions. We thus only compare to another baseline log(rgb), which is trained
for monocular depth prediction with NLL loss. Note that bdbf(rgb) and log(rgb) have exactly
the same architecture (except for the last layer) and number of parameters. We see that
bdbf(rgb) produces sharper depth than the baseline as shown in Figure 3.7. Quantitative
results can be found in the last two rows of Table 3.3. The difference in performance of
our method between two datasets is due to the distribution of the data: VKITTI2 contains
mainly sequential driving videos, which gives a sharply peaked prior; whereas data from
NYU-V2 are taken from a wide variety of scenes with different viewing angles, hence a less
informative one. These results show that our learned depth bases and shared prior contain
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Depth GT
log(rgb)
bdbf(rgb)
Figure 3.7: Qualitative results of our method tested with 0 points. log(rgb) is trained as a
monocular depth prediction network with NLL loss, which serves as a baseline. bdbf(rgb) is
trained with 500 sparse depths.
geometric information about the scene conditioned on the image and can be used under
extreme conditions without catastrophic failure.
3.5.3. Further Comparisons
While our focus is on evaluating the quality of our uncertainty estimation scheme, we also
evaluate depth completion performance for completeness. We trained our method with a
ResNet34 encoder (He et al., 2016) and applied it to the KITTI depth completion benchmark
with results shown in Table 3.4. We compare our relatively simple Bayesian filtering scheme
to SOTA methods that utilize either iterative refinement (Cheng et al., 2020; Park et al.,
2020) or sub-networks with extra constraints (Xu et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2019). Our method
compares favorably on all measures except RMSE and we observe that this difference is due
to a small number of mis-attributed pixels near depth discontinuities and the use of L1 loss
only. This suggests that these methods could be further improved by predicting initial depth
and uncertainty estimates with our module.
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Method
S2D (Ma et al., 2019)
Gansbeke (Gansbeke et al., 2019)
DepthNormal(Xu et al., 2019)
DeepLiDAR (Qiu et al., 2019)
FuseNet (Chen et al., 2019)
CSPN++ (Cheng et al., 2020)
NLSPN (Park et al., 2020)
GuideNet (Tang et al., 2019)
bdbf (ours)

iRMSE
2.80
2.19
2.42
2.56
2.34
2.07
1.99
2.25
2.37

iMAE
1.21
0.93
1.13
1.15
1.14
0.90
0.84
0.99
0.89

RMSE
814.73
772.87
777.05
758.38
752.88
743.69
741.68
736.24
900.38

MAE
249.95
215.02
235.17
226.50
221.19
209.28
199.59
218.83
216.44

Table 3.4: Comparison with selected methods on the official KITTI depth completion test
set.
Method
NCNN-L2 (Eldesokey et al., 2018)
pNCNN (Eldesokey et al., 2020)
pNCNN-Exp
bdbf (ours)

MAE
258.68
283.41
251.77
206.70

RMSE
954.34
1237.65
960.05
876.76

AUSE
0.70
0.055
0.065
0.057

AUCE
0.23

NLL
-2.68

Table 3.5: Comparison with variations of pNCNN (Eldesokey et al., 2020) on accuracy and
uncertainty on the official KITTI validation set (with groundtruth). Note that pNCNN is
unguided.
We also compare with pNCNN (Eldesokey et al., 2020) as it is the only work that provides a
quantitative evaluation of predicted uncertainties for depth completion. Unfortunately, they
only evaluate using a single metric, AUSE, which we argue cannot completely capture the
true quality of the uncertainty estimate. Results are shown in Table 3.5, note that pNCNN
is unguided and evaluation is done on the KITTI validation set, as groundtruth is required
to compute uncertainty metrics.

3.6. More Results
3.6.1. Mid-density Depth Completion
Table 3.6 shows quantitative results of all methods trained with 5% sparsity and test on 5%
and 1% sparsity. Here we also include comparison with dbf, where we simply ignore the prior
during inference. We see that dbf and bdbf have perform similar due to the large amount
of sparse depths, but bdbf still has the best performance overall. Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show
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1.192
1.271
1.318
0.709
0.703
1.784
1.805
1.831
1.393
1.382

3.267
3.432
3.423
2.928
2.925
4.679
4.755
4.769
4.384
4.372

RMSE
95.59
95.33
95.37
97.88
97.88
92.04
92.03
92.21
94.52
94.53

0.445
0.142
0.149
0.148
0.110
0.805
0.235
0.223
0.350
0.271

VKITTI2
δ1
AUSE
0.170
0.117
0.125
0.163
0.136
0.214
0.062
0.147
0.110
0.082

AUCE
-0.714
-1.582
-1.421
-2.489
-2.596
0.730
-1.333
-1.168
-1.670
-1.707

NLL
0.061
0.058
0.057
0.026
0.026
0.087
0.089
0.087
0.055
0.055

MAE
0.126
0.123
0.121
0.083
0.082
0.198
0.211
0.214
0.155
0.155

RMSE

99.35
99.32
99.34
99.64
99.64
97.65
97.35
97.31
98.45
98.45

0.036
0.018
0.018
0.007
0.007
0.051
0.025
0.023
0.016
0.016

NYU-V2
δ1
AUSE

0.202
0.256
0.210
0.054
0.039
0.238
0.202
0.157
0.072
0.059

AUCE

NLL
-1.390
-1.596
-1.783
-3.145
-3.151
-0.387
-1.451
-1.605
-2.381
-2.374

Table 3.6: Quantitative results of all methods trained and tested with 5% and 1% sparsity on VKITTI2 and NYU-V2.
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Figure 3.8: Sample qualitative results of all methods trained and test with 5% sparsity on
VKITTI2. Colormaps scales are different for each methods to visualize details. Axes scales
are same for all methods.
some extra in-distribution samples of all methods from VKITTI2 and NYU-V2 respectively.
For domain shift, we take the same models that are trained on VKITTI2 and directly test
on KITTI without any fine-tuning. The data distribution shift in this case manifests most
notably in image quality as well as noise level and spatial distribution of sparse depths.
Quantitative results are shown in Table 3.7, where we also list in-distribution test on KITTI
for comparison. Most methods encounter performance drop in one or several metrics when
tested under a slightly different domain. However bdbf achieve overall best results in both
scenarios, with its performance under distributional shift better then some of the baselines
in the original domain.
For more tests on distributional shift, we utilize the 15-deg and 30-deg sequences from
VKITTI2. These sequences are variants of clone with the camera pointing at different
angles. Table 3.8 shows quantitative results of all methods trained with 5% sparsity on
VKITTI2 and test on these two sequences.
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Figure 3.9: Sample qualitative results of all methods trained and test with 5% sparsity on
NYU-V2. Colormaps scales are different for each methods to visualize details. Axes scales
are same for all methods.
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Method
snap
snap+log
log
bdbf
Method
snap
snap+log
log
bdbf

Trained and tested on KITTI (original)
MAE RMSE
δ1
AUSE AUCE
NLL
0.638 1.663 98.68
0.272
0.161
-1.298
0.701
1.784
98.52
0.092
0.105
-1.605
0.899
2.022
98.44
0.109
0.133
-1.544
0.364 1.682 98.74 0.060 0.100
-2.337
Trained on VKITTI2 and tested on KITTI (shifted)
MAE RMSE
δ1
AUSE AUCE
NLL
1.296
2.549
92.03
0.876
0.161
-0.675
0.853
2.245
97.69
0.134
0.117
-1.578
0.866
2.018
97.96
0.138
0.274
-0.755
0.469 1.989 98.29 0.072 0.037
-2.381

Table 3.7: Quantitative results of all methods trained on KITTI and VKITTI with 5%
sparsity and tested on KITTI.

Method
snap
snap+log
log
bdbf

MAE
1.164
1.206
1.301
0.686

RMSE
3.161
3.260
3.328
2.861

Method
snap
snap+log
log
bdbf

MAE
1.084
1.139
1.217
0.627

RMSE
3.009
3.106
3.166
2.711

VKITTI2 (15-deg)
δ1
AUSE AUCE
95.67
0.445
0.172
95.43
0.131 0.103
95.38
0.144
0.137
97.92 0.101 0.139
VKITTI2 (30-deg)
δ1
AUSE AUCE
95.39
0.428
0.175
95.10
0.128 0.087
95.10
0.141
0.146
98.02 0.085 0.143

NLL
-0.733
-1.558
-1.347
-2.618
NLL
-0.740
-1.509
-1.251
-2.676

Table 3.8: Quantitative results of all methods trained with 5% sparsity and test on 15-deg
and 30-deg from VKITTI.
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snap
snap+log
log
bdbf
bdbf

rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgb

9.326
9.401
9.433
8.440
7.786

5.403
5.571
5.800
5.067
4.994
5.642

RMSE

66.48
65.91
66.52
76.91
80.67

90.14
89.88
89.13
92.58
92.71
88.67
1.696
1.180
1.114
0.977
0.701

0.459
0.273
0.299
0.453
0.392
0.481

VKITTI2
δ1
AUSE

0.327
0.188
0.275
0.021
0.012

0.229
0.036
0.095
0.051
0.014
0.015

AUCE

3.495
0.608
2.439
-0.411
-0.612

-0.207
-1.150
-0.906
-1.175
-1.215
-0.979

NLL

0.324
0.312
0.323
0.215
0.144

0.096
0.095
0.097
0.065
0.064
0.098

MAE

0.605
0.593
0.599
0.446
0.296

0.206
0.213
0.212
0.168
0.166
0.199

RMSE

78.89
80.55
80.49
88.63
94.97

97.53
97.44
97.44
98.45
98.46
98.48

0.136
0.084
0.088
0.081
0.039

0.053
0.025
0.025
0.020
0.021
0.030

NYU-V2
δ1
AUSE

0.376
0.052
0.134
0.026
0.011

0.261
0.205
0.152
0.055
0.030
0.014

AUCE

NLL

6.036
-0.390
-0.166
-0.926
-1.338

0.211
-1.393
-1.502
-2.186
-2.199
-1.689

Table 3.9: Quantitative results of all methods trained and tested with 500 and 50 sparse depths. rgbd under the input column
indicates the basis network uses the sparse depths scaffolding approach from (Wong et al., 2020), whereas rgb uses color image as
basis network input only.

50
50
50
50
50

5.069
5.173
5.107
4.098
3.725

2.312
2.396
2.492
2.050
2.015
2.569

snap
snap+log
log
dbf
bdbf
bdbf

rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgbd
rgb

500
500
500
500
500
500

MAE

Trained with 500
Input
Method
#

Depth Pred.
Uncertainty
Error Bounds Pred. Error
Density

snap

snap+log

log

bdbf

Figure 3.10: Sample qualitative results of all methods trained and test with 500 sparse
points on VKITTI2. Colormaps scales are different for each methods to visualize details.
Axes scales are same for all methods.

3.6.2. Low-density Depth Completion
Table 3.9 shows quantitative results of all methods trained with 500 sparse depths and
test on 500 and 50 sparse depths. We choose 50 because it is smaller than the number of
basis (63). This would previously fail with DBF, but BDBF have no problem dealing with
any amount of sparse depths. Moreover, we suggest that when designing a system working
under extremely low sparsity (≤ 100 points) it is better to forgo the idea of a depth encoder
altogether, because convolution is simply not designed for sparse data and interpolation
schemes rarely work with only a few points.
Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show some extra in-distribution samples of all methods from VKITTI2
and NYU-V2 respectively.
Figure 3.12 shows more qualitative results of bdbf(rgb) and log(rgb) on VKITTI2 with no
sparse depths.
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Figure 3.11: Sample qualitative results of all methods trained and test with 500 sparse
points on NYU-V2. Colormaps scales are different for each methods to visualize details.
Axes scales are same for all methods.
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Depth GT
log(rgb)
bdbf(rgb)

Figure 3.12: More qualitative results of our method tested with 0 sparse points. log(rgb) is
trained as a monocular depth prediction network with NLL loss, which serves as a baseline.
bdbf(rgb) is trained with 500 sparse depths.

Figure 3.13: The backbone of PENet (Hu et al., 2021), which is called ENet, and our modification. Figure taken directly from the paper.
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Figure 3.14: Training and validation RMSE of PENet and PENet-bdbf after training for 10
epochs on KITTI Depth Completion dataset.

3.6.3. Using BDBF as a General Component
Here we verify our claim that bdbf can be used as a general, drop-in, component in a
depth completion network. The best published method on the KITTI depth completion
benchmark at the time of this writing is PENet (Hu et al., 2021). It has a fully-convolutional
backbone called ENet that also ranks third on the associated leaderboard. For details of
their approach, we refer the reader to the original paper (Hu et al., 2021). We only discuss
the minimal changes that we made to add bdbf.
Figure 3.13 shows the network architecture for ENet. The color-dominant (CD) branch
uses a convolutional layer to predict CD-depth and CD-confidence. We simply replaced this
convolutional layer with our bdbf module. However, we needed to normalize our variance
prediction to conform to their notion of confidence. This was done by inverting the standard
deviation and passing it through a Tanh nonlinearity to constrain the result to lie between
0 and 1. We then trained both versions for 10 epochs. Training and validation results are
show in Figure 3.14. We see that by using bdbf, we achieve slightly better validation RMSE
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Inference
Time [ms]

snap
68.84

snap+log
66.17

log
16.68

dbf
21.84

bdbf
23.97

Table 3.10: Inference time of all methods with 5% sparsity. Image resolution is 320 × 240.
and faster convergence. Note that the improvement in RMSE is small since the baseline
already performs quite well on KITTI. If the network capacity is limited, we would see more
dramatic improvements.

3.7. Ablation Study
3.7.1. Inference Time
In table 3.10, we show inference time of all methods when running on an image of size
320 × 240 with 5% sparsity levels. All ensemble methods (snap / snap+log) use 5 snapshots
as described in the main paper. They take roughly 5× times longer for an inference pass
compared to log, which is the fastest among all. For bdbf we use a maximum iteration of
8, but we observe convergence within 2 iterations for this particular density. bdbf is slower
than log due to the need to solve a small linear system and the iterations required for EM,
but it is has slower latency and smaller memory footprints compared to ensemble methods.
Note that during inference, we move expensive computations in our method like Cholesky
and LU decomposition from GPU to CPU and then move the results back. Since this is only
done in evaluation mode, no back-propagation is needed and thus no computation graph
broken. The time needed to transfer small tensors (dim(w) × dim(w)) between host and
device memory is negligible compared to carrying out those operations on GPU. Without
these changes, bdbf runs as slow as snap.
3.7.2. Estimator Consistency
Here we report average NEES scores for all methods on various datasets. NEES is not used
as a metric in our evaluation since our method explicitly uses it for uncertainty calibration
and would render the comparison unfair. We present it here only to show the efficacy of our
uncertainty calibration scheme. Figure 3.15 and 3.16 show NEES of all methods under midand low- density with varying sparsity level. We observe that our methods are the most
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Figure 3.15: NEES scores for all methods with 5% sparsity. Closer to 1 (dashed black line)
means more consistent.
consistent of all and remain relatively consistent even with drastic sparsity change. Note
that this consistency-based calibration can not be applied to other methods, because we did
not observe the same amount of over- or under-confidence from them. While calibration of
other baseline models is feasible, doing so would require extra data and thus not considered
in this work.
3.7.3. Shared Prior
Figure 3.17 supports our claim in the main paper about the assumption of a shared prior
across samples. Here we show the weight histograms of two training sessions on different
datasets (NYU-V2 and VKITTI2). We see that within each dataset, the weight distribution
exhibits a fairly sharp peak. The small bump on the right side of each plot is formed by the
bias term in the weights which reflects the average log depth of the dataset.

3.8. Derivation
In this section, we provide derivation of equations given in the main paper, which roughly
follows the same order of their original appearance.
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Figure 3.16: NEES scores for all methods with 500 sparse depths. Closer to 1 (dashed black
line) means more consistent. Note the log scale on y-axis.

Train Iter.

average log depth

Figure 3.17: Tensorboard records of Weight histograms of two training sessions on NYU-V2
(left) and VKITTI2 (right).
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3.8.1. Bayesian Linear Regression
We define our model to be
z = w⊤ ϕ + ϵ,

ϵ ∼ N (0, β −1 )

(3.8.1)

where β ∈ R is a precision parameter that corresponds to the inverse variance of the noise.
The likelihood function is
p(z|x, w) = N (z|Φw, β −1 I)

(3.8.2)

Given a (conjugate) prior on weights
p(w) = N (m0 , α−1 Σ0 )

(3.8.3)

where α is a precision parameter to scale the nominal covariance Σ0 , the posterior distribution of w is
(3.8.4)

p(w|x, z) = N (m, Σ)
∝ N (w|m0 , α−1 Σ0 ) · N (z|Φw, β −1 I)

(3.8.5)

where the mean and covariance are
⊤
m = Σ(αΣ−1
0 m0 + βΦ z)
⊤
−1
Σ = (αΣ−1
0 + βΦ Φ)

(3.8.6)
(3.8.7)

If we assume the posterior to be
p(w) = N (0, α−1 I)
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(3.8.8)

then we have
m = βΣΦ⊤ z
Σ = (αI + βΦ⊤ Φ)−1

(3.8.9)
(3.8.10)

which are equation (3.43) and (3.54) in Bishop and Nasrabadi (2007). At test time a prediction is

p(z∗ |x, z) =

Z

p(z∗ |w)p(w|x, z)dw

= N (z∗ |m⊤ ϕ∗ , ϕ⊤
∗ Σϕ∗ )

(3.8.11)
(3.8.12)

3.8.2. Marginal Log-likelihood Function
The derivation of the full marginal likelihood function largely follows that of Chapter 3.5 in
Bishop and Nasrabadi (2007). We start by writing the evidence function in the form
Z
p(z|α, β) =

p(z|w, β)p(w|α)dw

(3.8.13)

where

p(z|w, β) =

N
Y
n=1
N
Y

−1
N (ϕ⊤
n w, β )



β
1
2
p
exp − (zn − ϕ⊤
w)
n
2
2πβ −1
n=1
(N
)
 N/2
X β
β
2
=
exp
− (zn − ϕ⊤
n w)
2π
2
n=1
 N/2


β
β
2
=
exp − ∥z − Φw∥
2π
2
=
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(3.8.14)
(3.8.15)
(3.8.16)
(3.8.17)

and
p(w|α) = N (m0 , α−1 Σ0 )

(3.8.18)



1
1
⊤ −1
−1
exp − (w − m0 ) (α Σ0 ) (w − m0 )
=p
2
(2π)M |α−1 Σ0 |
n α
 α M/2
o
|Σ0 |−1/2 exp − ∥w − m0 ∥2Σ0
=
2π
2

(3.8.19)
(3.8.20)

Putting the above back,
p(z|α, β) = |Σ0 |−1/2



β
2π

N/2 

α M/2
2π

Z



1
exp − E(w) dw
2

(3.8.21)

where
E(w) = β∥z − Φw∥2 + α∥w − m0 ∥2Σ0

(3.8.22)

Completing the square over w we have (see PRML exercise 3.18),
E(w) = E(m) + ∥w − m∥2Σ

(3.8.23)

The integral term
Z





Z
1
1
1
2
exp − E(w) dw = exp − E(m) − ∥w − m∥Σ dw
2
2
2

Z


1
1
2
= exp − E(m)
exp − ∥w − m∥Σ dw
2
2


1
= exp − E(m) (2π)M/2 |Σ|1/2
2

(3.8.24)
(3.8.25)
(3.8.26)

given the standard form of a multivariate Gaussian we have
Z



1
1
1
2
exp − ∥w − m∥Σ dw = 1
2
(2π)M/2 |Σ|1/2
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(3.8.27)

Finally putting everything back we have
(3.8.28)

1
(N ln β + M ln α − N ln 2π + ln |Σ| − ln |Σ0 | − E(m))
2

(3.8.29)

p(z|α, β) = |Σ0 |



N/2 



α M/2
1
exp − E(m) (2π)M/2 |Σ|1/2
2π
2

−1/2

β
2π

and the marginal log-likelihood is

ln p(z|α, β) =

3.8.3. Normalized Estimation Error Squared (NEES)
NEES was originally used to indicate the performance of a filter Bar-Shalom et al. (2001),
e.g. in a tracking application. It is defined as
εk = (xk − x̂k|k )⊤ P−1
k|k (xk − x̂k|k )

(3.8.30)

where x is the true state vector, P is the state covariance matrix, and (ˆ·)k|k denotes the
estimated posterior at time k. It is also used in Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
algorithms (SLAM) to measure filter consistency Bailey et al. (2006). Specifically, the average NEES over N Monte Carlo runs is used. Under the assumption that the model is correct
(approximately linear Gaussian), εk is χ2 distributed with dim(xk ). Then the expected
value of εk should be

E[εk ] = dim(xk )

(3.8.31)

For depth estimation, the state is the predicted depth at each pixel, which is one-dimensional.
Therefore, we expect a consistent depth estimator to have an average NEES of 1.
NEES can also be extended to a Laplace distribution which is used in this work due to the
choice of L1 loss. Given z ∼ Laplace(µ, b) and the fact that 2b |z − µ| ∼ χ2 (2), the expected
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NEES (with one degree of freedom) is
"
E[ε] = E

z−µ
b

2 #
=1

(3.8.32)

EM Re-estimation
The complete-data log-likelihood function is given by

ln p(z, w|α, β) = ln p(z|w, β) + ln p(w|α)

(3.8.33)

with
p(z|w, β) = N (z|Φw, β −1 I)
p(w|α) = N (w|m0 , α−1 Σ0 )

(3.8.34)
(3.8.35)

The expectation of it with respect to the posterior distribution of w is
M
α
1
α
ln
− ln |Σ0 | − E[∥w − m0 ∥2Σ0 ]
2
2π 2
2
N
β
β
+
ln
− E[∥z − Φw∥2 ]
2
2π
2

E[ln p(z, w|α, β)] =

(3.8.36)
(3.8.37)

Given the fact that if x ∼ N (m, Σ)
E[x⊤ Ax] = tr[AΣ] + m⊤ Am

(3.8.38)

Setting the derivatives with respect to α and β to zero gives

α=
β=

M
M
=
2
−1
E[∥w − m0 ∥Σ0 ]
tr(Σ0 Σ) + ∥m − m0 ∥2Σ0
N
N
=
2
⊤
E[∥z − Φw∥ ]
tr(Φ ΦΣ) + ∥z − Φm∥2
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(3.8.39)
(3.8.40)

3.9. Conclusion
In this paper, we extend Deep Basis Fitting for depth completion under a principled Bayesian
framework that outputs uncertainty estimates alongside depth prediction. Compared to
commonly used uncertainty estimation techniques, our integrated approach is able to produce better uncertainty estimates while being data- and compute-efficient. The benefit of
being Bayesian is also demonstrated by the ability to handle very low-density sparse depths,
a situation where the original DBF method struggles. Our work allows a depth completion
network to be further integrated into robotics systems, where Bayesian sensor fusion is the
dominant approach.
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CHAPTER 4
Direct Sparse Odometry Lite
4.1. Introduction
Localization and mapping are key components of many robotic systems. In this work, we
are motivated by the requirements of micro aerial vehicles where payload and power limit
the choice of sensors and the computational capacity of the system. For these platforms,
vision is an attractive sensing modality since cameras are relatively inexpensive in terms of
mass and power consumption.
We choose to build our work on DSO (Engel et al., 2018) and SDSO (Wang et al., 2017b).
The direct approach to visual odometry minimizes the photometric error instead of a geometric one. In their work Engel et al. provide extensive experiments which show that the
direct and sparse combination offers unique advantages over state-of-the-art feature-based
methods like ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) and semi-dense direct methods such as
LSD-SLAM (Engel et al., 2014) in terms of accuracy and speed.
The computational advantage is particularly important in the aerial context that motivates
this work, where agile robots often travel up to 10m/s (Mohta et al., 2018). We show that
the proposed approach can run at rates of up to 500Hz on common computational hardware.
For direct methods, the improvement in runtime also provides concomitant improvements
in accuracy and robustness (Handa et al., 2012): faster processing times allow for higher
frame rates which can then estimate moderate motions with greater fidelity and aggressive
motions with higher robustness.
For many robotics applications, DSO is not suitable since it is a monocular method that
does not have a consistent, metric scale and has delayed initialization and re-initialization.
This poses great safety concerns, especially for flying robots. For this reason, we design our
system to be directly initializable from stereo and/or depth images. In this work, we focus
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Figure 4.1: Results of stereo DSOL on selected sequences from the TartanAir dataset
(Wang et al., 2020). Green lines are groundtruth trajectories, red lines are estimated trajectories.
on the stereo version and evaluate our system against SDSO, which is itself an improvement
upon DSO.
The remaining sections describe the proposed system in more detail, highlighting differences
compared to DSO and SDSO, and explaining relevant implementation choices that lead to
improvements. We summarize our changes as follows: (1) we adopt the inverse compositional alignment approach in frame tracking, (2) we track the new image w.r.t the entire
window instead of the last keyframe, (3) we propose a better stereo photometric bundle adjustment formulation compared to SDSO, (4) we greatly simplify the keyframe creation and
removal criteria from DSO, and (5) we parallelize our system to effectively utilize all available computational resources. Together, these changes lead to a simple and lightning-fast
direct sparse odometry system, which we call Direct Sparse Odometry Lite (DSOL).

4.2. Related Work
VO algorithms can be broadly categorized along the following two axes: direct vs. indirect and dense vs. sparse. Direct methods recover model parameters directly from raw
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image data by minimizing photometric error based on the brightness constancy assumption (Irani and Anandan, 1999). This is in stark contrast to indirect methods, often called
feature-based methods, where correspondences are first established based on some intermediate representations, and the model parameters are optimized by minimizing reprojection
errors. Dense methods aim to use all information from the image for better accuracy and robustness at the cost of increased computation. Sparse methods, on the other hand, recognize
that image data is highly redundant and choose to only process a selected yet informative
subset of the image.
Early VO/V-SLAM systems were mostly sparse and indirect. They include (Davison et al.,
2007; Klein and Murray, 2007; Strasdat et al., 2010, 2011). This was partly due to the
computation limit at the time but also dictated by the need for loop closure schemes in fullfledged SLAM systems, which often relied on feature descriptors (Cummins and Newman,
2008). Among these systems ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) stood out as a reference
implementation of indirect approaches for its superior accuracy and versatility.
Dense and direct methods started gaining traction with the advent of more powerful computing systems. DTAM (Newcombe et al., 2011) was the first system to demonstrate real-time
camera tracking and dense scene reconstruction running on a GPU. Several semi-dense systems (Engel et al., 2013, 2014) further reduced the computational demands by only working
with high-gradient pixels.
SVO (Forster et al., 2014) adopts a hybrid approach starting with a direct image alignment
process to acquire an initial motion estimate before moving on to optimizing reprojection
errors of converged map points, hence the name semi-direct.
The direct and sparse combination that we are interested in was originally introduced in
(Jin et al., 2003) and later popularized by DSO (Engel et al., 2018). It has then been extended to work with fish-eye lenses (Matsuki et al., 2018), stereo (Wang et al., 2017b) and
rolling shutter cameras (Schubert et al., 2018), loop closure systems (Gao et al., 2018) and
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integration with deep networks (Yang et al., 2020).
This work does not aim to introduce an entirely new system, but rather to show that with
a number of optimizations and refinements, as well as thoughtful implementation choices,
we can dramatically improve the performance of a direct sparse odometry system.

4.3. Direct Methods for Visual Odometry
In this section, we outline the direct methods used in our system. Namely, direct image
alignment for frame tracking and photometric bundle adjustment for joint optimization.
4.3.1. Preliminary
Our system maintains a sliding window of N keyframes K = {K1 , · · · , KN }. Each keyframe
Ki is associated with a Gaussian pyramid of P images Ii = {Ii0 , · · · , IiP }, a set of affine
brightness parameters ai = (ai , bi )⊤ , a camera pose TW
i ∈ SE(3) w.r.t. the world frame W,
and a set of mk points parameterized by inverse depths Pi = {ρ1i , · · · , ρm
i } hosted in this
P
keyframe. The total number of points in the sliding window is M = K mk . Note that we
need an additional image pyramid and affine brightness parameters when stereo images are
available, but only keep a single set of poses and points per keyframe for the left camera.
We assume that the camera system has been calibrated before use and the images undistorted
such that each camera model can be described by an intrinsic matrix K. If a stereo rig is
used we assume that the images are rectified and that the extrinsic parameters are known.
Any 3D point p = (X, Y, Z)⊤ in the camera frame can be mapped to pixel coordinate
u = (u, v)⊤ via the projection (forward) function ΠK : R3 → R2 , where
⊤

Y
X
.
u = ΠK (p) = fx + cx , fy + cy
Z
Z

(4.3.1)

Similarly, given pixel coordinate u and its inverse depth ρ, we can recover the 3D point p
via the inverse projection (backward) function Π−1
K , where
p = Π−1
K (u, ρ) =



u − cx v − cy 1
,
,
fx ρ
fy ρ
ρ
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⊤
.

(4.3.2)

Figure 4.2: Outlier rejection. In this visualization, solid squares denote inlier feature
points, while hollow ones are outliers. The top image shows outliers on moving objects. The
bottom image shows outliers due to occlusion. Better viewed in color and zoomed in.
When the context is clear, we simply refer to the inverse depth and its pixel coordinate as
a point p := (u, ρ).
For photometric camera calibration, we adopt the image formation model from Engel et al.
(2016), which consists of a non-linear response function and a lens attenuation (vignetting)
function. These parameters are acquired via the software provided in Bergmann et al.
(2018). Finally, we assume a well-calibrated camera and do not optimize any calibration
parameters online.
4.3.2. Frame Tracking
Direct Image Alignment
Each new image Ij is tracked w.r.t. a local map M = {P1 , · · · , PN } via direct image
alignment Baker and Matthews (2004). The parameters we wish to optimize are xj =
(TW
j , aj ) while all keyframe poses stay fixed. A simple constant velocity model provides an
initial guess to TW
j in the absence of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).
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Figure 4.3: Tracking a new image I w.r.t. the latest keyframe (K1 only) vs. the entire
window (K0 and K1 ). The former can only track points in area 1 and 2, while the later can
also utilize points from area 3.
Following standard practice Engel et al. (2018), we define the photometric error Ep of a
point p = (u, ρ) ∈ Pi in a reference frame Ii (a keyframe), observed in the target frame Ij
(the new image), as the weighted sum of squared differences (SSD) over a small patch of
pixels Nu . Let
Ep =

X

wk rk2 (xj )

(4.3.3)


2
eai
′
wk (Ii [uk ] − bi ) − aj (Ij [uk ] − bj )
e

(4.3.4)

uk ∈Nu

=

X
uk ∈Nu

where rk denotes the photometric residual associated with pixel uk , I[·] is the pixel index
operator and u′k the warped pixel of uk from Ii to Ij , given by the warping function W (·, ·)
u′k = W (pk , Tji ) = ΠK (p′k ) = ΠK (Tji Π−1
K (uk , ρk )).

(4.3.5)

wk = wkg · wkr is a combined weighting factor where
wkg =

c2
,
c2 + ∥∇Ii [uk ]∥22

wkr =

ν+1
.
ν + ( σrkk )2

(4.3.6)

wkg penalizes pixels with high gradients Engel et al. (2013) and wkr is a robust weight assuming residuals of the sparse model follow a t-distribution with degree of freedom (DoF)
ν Kerl et al. (2013); Zubizarreta et al. (2020). In addition, we employ a simple gradient93

based outlier rejection scheme to handle large errors due to occlusions or moving objects, as
shown in Fig. 4.2. An observation is considered bad if rk2 > ∥∇Ii [uk ]∥22 . If more than one
pixel within a patch is bad, the entire patch is discarded from the optimization.
The total error for direct image alignment is

Ealign =

X X

Ep ,

(4.3.7)

Ii ∈K p∈P j
i

where Pij is the set of points in Ki that are visible in Ij .
In contrast to DSO, we adopt the inverse compositional alignment Baker and Matthews
(2004) method, which swaps the roles of Ii and Ij , allowing computationally demanding steps
to be performed ahead of time Klose et al. (2013). Our system also supports tracking using
both stereo images. This provides improved accuracy at the cost of extra computation.
It also improves robustness in situations where one of the cameras is temporarily blocked:
map points that are still visible in the other image can create enough constraints to estimate
model parameters.
Frame-to-Window Alignment
In DSO, the new image is tracked w.r.t. the last keyframe. All active points are projected
into this keyframe. Frame parameters are then optimized using conventional two-frame
direct image alignment Lucas and Kanade (1981). Although this worked well in practice,
we found it to be sub-optimal for the following reasons: (1) Tracking w.r.t. a single image
limits the number of points that can be used since points that are visible in the new image
but not in the last keyframe are discarded. (2) Every point will be projected twice: first
into the last keyframe, then into the new image. This incurs computational overhead and
prevents the reuse of previously computed gradients and Jacobians.
Instead, we propose tracking the new image w.r.t. the entire window. By using all available
keyframes, we essentially create a larger virtual field of view (FOV), allowing more points
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to be used during alignment. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, where tracking image I w.r.t.
both K0 and K1 incorporates more points into the optimization compared to using only
K1 . This improves robustness and reduces the number of keyframes created in cases where
the camera undergoes repetitive motion. Note that since all keyframe poses are in the same
reference frame, the inverse compositional formulation still applies.
4.3.3. Bundle Adjustment
Photometric Bundle Adjustment
Upon adding a new keyframe, we perform windowed PBA to update all model parameters.
x = (x1 , · · · , xN )⊤

(4.3.8)

= (T1 , a1 , P1 , · · · , TN , aN , PN )⊤ .

(4.3.9)

We use the same cost function in Eqn. 4.3.3 with total error

Epba =

X X X

Ep ,

(4.3.10)

Ii ∈K Ij ∈Ki p∈P j
i

where Ki is the set of keyframes excluding Ki . By forgoing explicit data association between
images, PBA tries to project all points from each keyframe to the others, forming a large
number of implicit photometric correspondences.
The factor graph representation of PBA is shown in Fig. 4.4a. A directed edge indicates the
source of projection and an undirected one combines projections from both keyframes. A
window of size N requires N (N − 1) pairwise projections between keyframes. For example,
if we have 5 keyframes, each hosting 500 points with 5 pixels per patch, optimizing over 4
pyramid levels with 4 iterations per level, there will be 5 × 4 × 500 × 5 × 4 × 4 = 8 × 105
total residuals.

This is several orders of magnitude more compared to indirect meth-

ods Mur-Artal and Tardós (2017) and poses significant challenges to real-time operation.
For this reason, DSO limits the total number of points to 800 in its fast setting. However,
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(a) DSO

(b) SDSO

(c) DSOL (ours)

Figure 4.4: Factor graphs of PBA with 3 keyframes. A directed edge in the graph highlights
R
the source of projection. For example, the edge xL
0 → x0 represents the set of factors formed
by projecting P0 into I0R . An undirected edge combines the pairwise projections between
two keyframes.
we show that it is possible to achieve even a 100fps keyframe rate without limiting the number of points by leveraging cache-friendly data structures and a parallel implementation,
which we describe in Sec. 4.5.
Stereo PBA
Using stereo images with a known baseline in PBA renders the scale of the system directly
observable and significantly reduces scale drift compared to its monocular counterpart. In
SDSO Wang et al. (2017b), static stereo costs were added alongside temporal ones from
DSO, which constrain a subset of the total parameters. The corresponding factor graph is
shown in Fig. 4.4b, where static stereo factors are depicted by direct edges and temporal
ones by undirected ones. A carefully tuned stereo coupling factor was introduced to balance
the weight between these two types of cost.
In contrast, we choose to project every point into every other image (both left and right)
and from an even denser network of constraints, as shown in Fig. 4.4c. This eliminates
the need for a coupling factor as all costs are now temporal, with half of them depending
on the fixed baseline. Note that this also doubles the runtime of the algorithm. However,
we believe that the time penalty is more than justified by the improved robustness, direct
initialization, and scale recovery, which are indispensable to real-world applications.
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4.3.4. Optimization and Marginalization
We optimize both Ealign and Epba using a few iterations of the Gauss-Newton algorithm at
each pyramid level. We stop early if the optimization plateaus. The linearized system (at
linearization point x0 ) is given by
Hδx = b or J⊤ WJδx = −J⊤ Wr,

(4.3.11)

where H is the Hessian, J the Jacobian, W the weight matrix, and r the residual vector.
For direct image alignment, the linear system is typically small because the variables are
parameters of the current frame xj . For PBA the dimension of H scales linearly with the size
of the sliding window and the number of pixel features and is typically on the order of 103 .
Although large, this Hessian exhibits certain exploitable sparsity structures. Specifically, we
can divide the linear system into the following block form



  
H
H
δx
pm  
p
 pp
 bp 


 =  ,
Hmp Hmm
δxm
bm

(4.3.12)

where subscript p denotes the set of pose and affine variables, and m denotes the set of inverse
depths. The bottom right block Hmm is a diagonal matrix because points are parameterized
by inverse depths. To solve the full system, we first marginalize out all depth variables by
applying the Schur complement and arrive at the reduced system H∗pp δxp = b∗p ,
H∗pp = Hpp − Hpm H−1
mm Hmp
b∗p = bp − Hpm H−1
mm bm

(4.3.13)
(4.3.14)

δxp can be solved for efficiently and back-substituted to yield
δxm = H−1
mm (bm − Hmp δxp )
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(4.3.15)

Figure 4.5: Keyframe initialization. Selected points with large local gradients are in
cyan. The colored square around each pixel reflects its initial inverse depth. Depths are
initialized from stereo matching (thick border) and local map (thin border). Better viewed
in color and zoomed.
The new state is then updated via x ← x ⊞ δx, where ⊞ is the box-plus operator defined
in Hertzberg and Piazzi (2008).
When we need to remove variables from the active set (removing a keyframe Ki from the
window), we compute a linear system Hi , similar to Eqn. 4.3.13, containing residuals that
depend on xi (variables to be removed). We first marginalize all points from Hi and then
the frame variables. The result is a quadratic form on the rest of the keyframe parameters
x̂i , which can be converted to a set of linear constraints Ĥi δx̂i = b̂i . This can then be
directly added to the normal equation of subsequent optimization as a linear prior. Note
that for all keyframes that have a prior term, we need to fix their first estimates at x and
only update the quadratic marginalization prior ∆x to avoid inconsistencies introduced by
repeated linearizations Li and Mourikis (2012). The evaluation point can then be recovered
by x = x ⊞ (∆x + δx). We refer the reader to Engel et al. (2018); Leutenegger et al. (2015)
for more details on marginalization.

4.4. Visual Odometry Front-end
In this section, we describe our VO front-end, which manages keyframes and points within
the window, including their creation, initialization and removal.
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4.4.1. Keyframe Creation
DSO employs a complicated set of rules for keyframe creation, which involves computing
the mean squared optical flow, the mean flow without rotation, and the change in affine
brightness factor, all from the current image to the last keyframe Engel et al. (2018). The
weighted sum of these quantities is then compared to another threshold to determine whether
a new keyframe is needed, resulting in 4 extra parameters to tune. In addition, DSO follows
the philosophy as ORB-SLAM Mur-Artal et al. (2015); Mur-Artal and Tardós (2017), which
is to take many keyframes upfront and sparsify them with early marginalization. However,
this strategy is ineffective when computational resources are limited.
Keyframe creation is arguably the most time-consuming part of the entire pipeline (often
5-10x slower than tracking, see Table 4.1). Upon adding a new keyframe, one needs to select
candidate pixels, precompute patch gradients, initialize point depths, and perform PBA and
other necessary bookkeeping. Creating too many keyframes (even in a separate thread) will
cause the system to eventually lag behind the image frame rate.
We argue that a keyframe is only needed when the current image cannot be reliably tracked
w.r.t. the sliding window. If enough points from the local map can be successfully projected
into the image, then we can simply keep using these keyframes. This prevents the addition
of new ones that do not contribute very much to frame tracking. Quantitatively, we define
the tracking ratio Q as the quotient between the number of tracked points and the number
of selected points from all keyframes in the window. We create a new keyframe if Q falls
below Qmin . A higher Qmin , therefore, results in more keyframes taken.
4.4.2. Keyframe Initialization
When a new keyframe is created, we select points with high local gradients, extract a small
patch around it and initialize its inverse depth if possible, followed by a final PBA (Sec.
4.3.4). Once a keyframe is added it is immediately used for frame tracking (Sec. 4.3.2).
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Point Selection
We divide the image into a grid of cells with size 16×16 pixels and select at most one point
from each cell. We start by finding one candidate pixel per cell with a large image gradient.
We then choose candidates with a gradient greater than gmin . If this first round of selection
results in too few points, we do a second round with gmin /2. However, gmin is a running
quantity, so we also decrease it by δg for the next image. On the other hand, if too many are
chosen, we simply increase gmin by δg . In this way, gmin is constantly adjusted to provide the
desired number of points. Hence gmin is continuously adapted to select a sufficient number
of points with a good spatial distribution and is upper-bounded by the total cells in the
grid.
Unlike DSO, we avoid selecting points from image areas where previous map points were
found. This is to prevent creating duplicate points that correspond to the same scene
surface area, which negatively impact the linearized system by introducing unwanted dependencies Alismail et al. (2016). To this end, we project all map points into the current
image and slightly dilate them to create a binary mask. Only pixels outside of this mask
will participate in the selection process. Fig. 4.5 shows selected pixels for sample images.
Patch Extraction
We extract a small patch around each selected point. We adopt a simple cross-shaped patch
with a total of 5 pixels (see pattern 1 in Engel et al. (2018)). This is done at every pyramid
level by down-scaling the pixel coordinate accordingly. Intensity values and gradients are
computed for each pixel within the patch using bilinear interpolation. These quantities are
re-used during tracking to reduce computation.
4.4.3. Point Depth Initialization
Points in a new keyframe have their inverse depths initialized in the following order if
available: depth image, stereo images, map points. Any point depth set by a previous
method will not be considered by later ones. Note that we do not perform small baseline
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stereo matching to initialize depth, as was done in DSO Engel et al. (2018). We also do not
distinguish active points from candidate ones: all points with valid depths are active and
can be used in tracking and PBA.
From depth image
If an aligned depth image is available (either from a depth camera, a lidar projection, or
even a depth prediction network), we directly set the inverse depth of any pixel with a valid
measurement.
From stereo images
If a pair of rectified stereo images are available, a simple sparse stereo matching scheme is
employed on pixels that are yet to be initialized. Since the scale pyramid of both images
is already constructed, we carry out a correspondence search in a coarse-to-fine manner to
reduce the number of comparisons. In particular, we only search the max disparity range
at the lowest pyramid level, and gradually refine the disparity estimate while going up.
Similar to SDSO Wang et al. (2017b), we use zero-normalized cross correlation (ZNCC) as
the similarity metric on a small patch of pixels (5×7). Note that our goal here is to initialize
as many points as possible, therefore we do not enforce any strict outlier rejection scheme
but rely on PBA to remove points with large errors.
From map points
Finally, if there are points that remain uninitialized, we attempt to estimate their depths
from the local map. The direct image alignment step generates a set of valid projections from
all map points onto the current image, which can be used for this purpose. We average the
inverse depths of all points (observed from the new image) that fall into a single cell and use
it to initialize the new point selected from this cell. Again, accuracy is not important here,
since they will be refined or removed by PBA. Fig. 4.5 also shows the depth initialization
process for some sample images.
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Figure 4.6: Failure cases of our method on the TartanAir dataset Wang et al. (2020).
Causes of failure from left to right are: repetitive texture, blocked camera and low texture.

4.4.4. Keyframe Removal
To bound computational complexity, the window size is fixed at N . DSO proposed several
heuristics for keyframe removal, which could remove multiple keyframes at the same time.
Specifically, they remove keyframes where less than 5% of their points are visible in the
most recent keyframe. This was partly due to their tracking strategy, which requires the
projection of active points into the latest keyframe (Sec. 4.3.2). Thus it is natural to remove
keyframes that do not have enough overlap with the last keyframe.
We argue that this is sub-optimal, despite having a slight improvement in speed (due to fewer
keyframes in the window). Since points anchored in a particular keyframe are projected into
every other keyframe in PBA, removing a keyframe weakens the links among the network of
constraints formed by all pairwise projections. Although proper marginalization does retain
a linear prior that connects the remaining keyframes, it is weaker compared to the original
nonlinear constraints. Therefore we choose to remove only one keyframe at a time with the
fewest points visible in the current image. By always having a full window, we ensure strong
connections among keyframes. Finally, before actually discarding the keyframe, we perform
keyframe marginalization according to Sec. 4.3.4.

4.5. Implementation Details
We adopt the data-oriented design philosophy used in Qu et al. (2021), where we leverage
array-based data structures for better cache-locality, ease of parallelism, and zero dynamic
allocation at runtime. Each major stage in our pipeline can parallelize its computation,
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including point selection, stereo matching, frame tracking, and bundle adjustment. We
apply task-based, fine-grained parallelism, where each task contains a single row of cells
defined by the point selection process. We found that this granularity struck a good balance
between context-switching overhead and resource utilization.
For direct image alignment, each task accumulates its own Hessian and the final result is
reduced by a fork-join model Voss et al. (2019). For PBA, due to the O(N 2 ) complexity
induced by pairwise projections, we add an extra keyframe-level parallelization. Specifically,
we spawn tasks to accumulate block Hessians as long as they do not depend on the same set
of points. The final Hessian is updated by N (N − 1) block Hessians, which requires locking
to prevent data races. However, since N is typically small, this mutex has a low contention
rate and the performance impact is negligible.
Our implementation follows modern C++ design principles Stroustrup (2014), with no manual resource or thread management. Under default settings, our system allocates less than
10MB of memory, which fits into the L3 cache of most modern processors. The small memory
footprint is crucial to deployment on resource-constrained platforms.
We use a window of N = 4 keyframes and a scale pyramid of P = 5 levels. We found
that further increasing N has diminishing returns in accuracy since we already form a set
of strongly-connected keyframes. We benchmark against an open-source implementation
of SDSO https://github.com/RonaldSun/stereo_DSO, which is based on the official DSO
with stereo integration. Code https://github.com/ShreyasSkandanS/stereo_DSO and data
https://tinyurl.com/2z3nzyre to reproduce our results are also publicly available.

4.6. Evaluation Results
4.6.1. Datasets
KITTI Odometry
The KITTI Odometry dataset Geiger et al. (2013b) is an urban driving dataset with stereo
sequences and associated ground truth trajectories. We evaluate on all 11 (00-10) training
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative error plots of SDSO vs. DSOL on all runs (268 total). y-axis
shows percentage of runs. For an error value x, the corresponding y value is the percentage
of runs that has smaller error.
sequences.
Virtual KITTI-2
The VKITTI2 dataset Cabon et al. (2020a) is a synthetic video dataset in the same environment as KITTI with simulated lighting and weather conditions. We use all 5 sequences,
each with 10 different variations (including challenging ones like fog and rain).
Tartan Air
TartanAir Wang et al. (2020) is a synthetic dataset for robot navigation tasks collected in
photo-realistic simulation environments with various styles and scenes. It contains diverse
6DoF motion patterns, making it more challenging compared to driving datasets. We handpicked 6 scenes (carwelding, gascola, oldtown, office, office2, hospital) from the dataset,
comprised of a total of 73 sequences covering both indoor, outdoor, static, and dynamic
environments. We only use the Easy variation of each sequence.
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Figure 4.8: Error heatmaps of Trans- and Rot-APE for all 268 runs. Each pixel represents
one metric of a single run by one method. Trans- and Rot-APE are capped at 10% and 25◦
respectively, which typically indicate gross tracking failure. The order of runs from top left
to bottom right is VKITTI, KITTI, TartanAir. This figure is best viewed in color
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(a) KITTI 00

(b) KITTI 05

(c) gascola 004

(d) office 004

Figure 4.9: Qualitative results of SDSO and DSOL on selected sequences from KITTI
(Geiger et al., 2013b) and TartanAir (Wang et al., 2020).

4.6.2. Accuracy and Robustness
To evaluate odometry accuracy, we run SDSO and DSOL on VKITTI2, KITTI and TartanAir, both forward and backward, resulting in a total of (50 + 11 + 73) × 2 = 268 runs
with a wide variety of scenarios. We report both translational and rotational Absolute Pose
Error (APE) and Relative Pose Error (RPE), computed by the evo package. APE measures
the absolute pose error between the reference and the estimated trajectory, whereas RPE
measures the relative pose error between two consecutive frames. We use Umeyama alignment Umeyama (1991) as a pre-processing step to align the estimation to ground truth.
Note that due to the vast scale differences between different sequences, we normalize the
translational metrics by the corresponding sequence length to obtain percentage errors. Both
methods are allowed to re-initialize when tracking is lost. However, if a method cannot track
the full sequence (due to the program crashing), we consider it a failure only if it tracks no
more than 80% of the run and assigns it a fixed large RMSE.
Fig. 4.7 shows the cumulative error plots of SDSO and DSOL on all runs. A point (x, y)
on a curve indicates that y% of runs has an error less than x. Therefore a curve closer to
the top-left corner has better overall accuracy. We see that DSOL outperforms SDSO by a
large margin, as evidenced by the area between the two curves.
We also show error heatmaps of all runs in Fig. 4.8, where each pixel represents the corresponding metric from one run. The runs are in the order of VKITTI, KITTI, and TartanAir
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Table 4.1: Runtime (in ms) of SDSO and DSOL on different processors under single and
multi-threaded settings. Results are averaged among several testing sequences from TartanAir (with stereo images at 640 × 480 resolution). S denotes single-thread mode, M-n
denotes multi-thread mode with at most n threads.
Runtime [ms]
name-stage
SDSO-track
DSOL-track
Speed up
SDSO-kf
DSOL-kf
Speed up

E5-2683
S
M-32
13.95 15.02
4.81
2.27
2.90x 6.67x
79.07 52.64
46.77 7.82
1.69x 6.73x

i7-11800H
S
M-16
7.18
7.29
2.39
1.23
3.00x 5.93x
71.59 40.56
25.45 9.96
2.81x 4.07x

ARMv8.2
S
M-6
34.39 32.73
9.35
5.08
3.68x 6.44x
282.6 195.5
113.4 41.66
2.49x 4.69x

from top left to bottom right within each plot. We see that both methods perform relatively well on KITTI and VKITTI, where camera motions are smooth and planar. However,
SDSO struggles when facing the diverse 6DoF motion patterns from TartanAir, resulting
in frequent tracking failures. Our method was able to track most of the sequences from
TartanAir with good accuracy and without re-initialization, indicating a higher level of robustness. However, there are still several failure cases that are generally impossible for a
vision-based odometry system, which we visualize in Fig. 4.6. Qualitative results on selected
sequences are shown in Fig. 4.9.
4.6.3. Speed
We benchmark SDSO and DSOL on various compute units with single- and multi-threaded
settings. Processor types include an Intel Xeon E5-2683 (16×3.0GHz), an Intel i7-11800H
(8×4.6GHz), and an Nvidia Xavier NX ARMv8.2 (6×1.4GHz), which covers a wide range
of core counts and clock rates. We run both systems with stereo inputs on the gascola
scene from the TartanAir dataset and average timing results over several runs. We use
the default settings for SDSO (with 7 keyframes and 2000 points max) and do not enforce
real-time execution (no skipping frames). Note that it is difficult to ensure a completely
fair comparison, as each system uses slightly different window sizes, pyramid levels, number
of iterations, and other hyper-parameters that may affect its performance. Runtime results
are shown in Table 4.1. We divide each system into two stages: track is performed at the
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Figure 4.10: Qualitative results of DSOL on our Realsense D455 dataset with 60Hz stereo
images at 640×480 resolution.
arrival of each image, while kf time is only recorded when adding a new keyframe. DSOL
runs faster than SDSO in all benchmarks we performed. It is on average around 4.8x faster
in frame tracking and 3.8x faster in keyframe creation. Our system can track frames at
more than 500 frames per second (FPS) and even handle keyframes at 100 FPS on laptopgrade hardware. It is also worth noting that SDSO has relatively poor parallel scalability
(by dividing numbers under M by S in Table 4.1), whereas ours can often achieve further
speedup where more computation resources are available.
4.6.4. High FPS Tracking
As a final experiment, we collected datasets to showcase tracking at high frame rates with
the Intel Realsense D455 sensor. We disabled the IR emitter on the D455 and collected
stereo images from the two grayscale cameras at 60FPS with an image resolution of 640×480.
Qualitative results obtained on two hand-held sequences are shown in Fig. 4.10. Our system
is able to process the 60Hz stream in real-time without dropping any frames.

4.7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a fast, accurate, and robust direct sparse odometry (DSOL)
that is suitable for robotics applications on resource-constrained platforms. Our system
builds on ideas from DSO and SDSO with several algorithmic and implementation improvements that enable it to handle high frame rates. The significant speed boost was also made
possible by designing with parallelization in mind, allowing efficient usage of multi-core
processors. Our experiments have shown that our stereo version out-performed the baseline SDSO on challenging datasets in terms of accuracy and speed. We open-source our
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implementation as a contribution to the community.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we developed several algorithms and systems for depth estimation and visual
odometry, which are essential components for various robotics applications. The ability
to estimate a dense depth map from a single image and associated sparse depths greatly
helps with obstacle avoidance and map reconstruction for vision-only agents, whereas a
fast and accurate odometry system is a prerequisite to planning and control. Traditionally,
these two subsystems are studied and developed separately. However, researchers have since
come to realize that both systems have useful information that can be used by the other.
This thesis made such an attempt to design systems that can not only work on their own
but also exchange information with each other, hopefully creating a positive feedback loop.
Although some part of the system (depth completion) leverages learning-based and datadriven approaches, we still rely on probabilistic inference to tie everything together.
In Chapter 2, we studied the image-guided depth completion problem and proposed a novel
approach called Deep Basis Fitting (DBF) that combines the strength of modern deep learning methods and classical optimization techniques. This is achieved by replacing the final
convolution layer in many depth completion networks with a least-squares fitting module.
The weights of which are computed by fitting the multi-channel feature vectors at pixels
with sparse depth measurements to the observed depths. Another way of looking at this is
to view the network prior to the final layer as an adaptive basis function, which outputs a
set of (multi-scale) basis. Compared to a normal convolution, which has fixed weights after
training, our fitting module has different weights that depend on the input image and sparse
depth. This offers the system much greater flexibility in adjusting its prediction to unseen
data. It also simplifies the learning task, as the scale of the scene can be obtained from the
sparse depths during the fitting process, which improves the network’s convergence rate and
generalization ability. We conduct an extensive set of controlled experiments to show that
this approach greatly improves the depth completion performance when applied to other
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state-of-the-art networks.
In Chapter 3, we proposed an extension to DBF named Bayesian Deep Basis Fitting (BDBF)
that addresses several of its shortcomings. The DBF approach, as a maximum-likelihood
estimator, requires strong regularization when the underlying least-squares problem is underdetermined. This happens when the number of sparse depths is smaller than the dimension
of the basis, which is not uncommon when trying to complete sparse key points from a visual
odometry or SLAM system. In addition, generating an uncertainty estimate alongside the
depth prediction is also valuable for safety-critical applications. The uncertainty estimate
provides downstream tasks with insights on which part of the outputs should be trusted. By
formulating DBF within a Bayesian evidence framework, we were able to solve both of the
above problems. Our BDBF module can predict equally accurate depth completion with
high-quality uncertainty estimates. It also enables depth completion with very few or even
no sparse measurements, thanks to the prior. One distinction that separates our method
from other uncertainty estimation techniques is that it only requires one training session,
one saved model, and one forward pass. This property allows it to be easily deployed onto
resource-constrained platforms.
In Chapter 4, we studied the other piece of the subsystem, which is visual odometry. We developed an improved version of Direct Sparse Odometry (DSO) (Engel et al., 2018) named
Direct Sparse Odometry Lite (DSOL). Unlike DSO, DSOL is a rather versatile odometry system in that it can initialize from various sources, including RGB-D cameras, stereo
image pairs, and network predicted depths. However, for practical reasons, we do not support monocular only mode. DSOL incorporates several algorithmic and implementation
improvements that make it not only more accurate but also much faster compared to the
origin DSO/SDSO. For tracking, we adopt the inverse compositional algorithm for direct
image alignment and extend it to handle multiple frames. For mapping, we greatly simplifies
the keyframe creation and removal logic from DSO and introduce an improved stereo photometric bundle adjustment formulation. In addition, we follow the Data-Oriented Design
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(DOD) paradigm in our implementation. This allows every major part of the system to
be easily paralleled without fear of data racing or false sharing. With these improvements,
DSOL is able to track frame at more than 500Hz and handle keyframe at 100Hz.
Finally, we showed some preliminary results of combining the above two subsystems together.
When a keyframe is needed, the sparse depths from the visual odometry is fed into the
depth completion network to get a dense depth. The completed depth is then sent back
to the odometry to initialize the new keyframe. This essentially allows a monocular visual
odometry to have a consistent scale by leveraging a deep neural network.

5.1. Future Work
We end this thesis with remarks on possible future work that could improve the algorithms
and systems developed above.
5.1.1. IMU Integration
In many real world applications, an IMU is usually available that provides proprioceptive
information about the motion of the camera. Being able to utilize data from an IMU has
the following advantages:
• The ability to directly measure linear acceleration provides a pure monocular system
with a consistent and metric scale (subject to drift in certain unobservable directions).
• Integrating IMU data renders a good initial guess for optimization reduces the amount
of iterations or the number of pyramid levels needed for convergence.
• Adding an extra constraint using IMU information can further increase the robustness
of the odometry under difficult situations when there are not enough visual constraints
(due to large illumination change or high motion blur, etc).
Therefore, adding IMU support will significantly improve the accuracy and reliability of the
system. We also estimate a speedup factor of 2x, assuming the better initialization provided
by the IMU motion model can cut the required iterations by half.
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A simple fix would be to adopt the IMU-preintegration factor proposed in (Forster et al.,
2017). However, this requires us to estimate body velocity and IMU biases, which would
almost double the dimension of the state vector. As we see from earlier discussion, the state
size is directly related to the speed of the system, especially during marginalization of PBA.
Therefore, we propose to use the idea from Snake-SLAM (Rückert and Stamminger, 2021),
which decouples the problem of imu state estimation from visual state estimation.
5.1.2. Divide Keyframes into Tracking and Mapping Groups
In DSOL, the complexity of tracking and mapping are O(N ) and O(N 2 ) respectively, where
N is the number of keyframes in the local window. We observed that during exploratory
motion, having too many keyframes doesn’t really help frame tracking, as many points
from older keyframes will not be successfully projected into the current frame due to large
appearance changes or are simply out of bound. Repeatedly processing these bad points from
older keyframes will result in large amout of wasteful computation. On the other hand, we
don’t want to use too few keyframes, because the windowed photometric bundle adjustment
depends on having enough well-distributed cameras for convergence. Therefore, we propose
to divide N keyframes into two different groups, one with Nt keyframes for tracking and
the other with Nm for mapping. A similar idea can be found in (Zubizarreta et al., 2020).
Specifically, we only use the Nt tracking keyframes for frame tracking. This will ensure
that most of the points from these keyframes can participate in direct image alignment
without wasting computation on points that are simply not visible in the current frame,
thus having little contribution to pose estimation. During mapping, in stead of carrying
out an exhaustive pairwise projection among all keyframes, we remove projections between
any tracking keyframes. This reduces the number of projections from N · (N − 1) to Nm ·
(Nm − 1) + Nm · Nt . If we have N = Nm + Nt = 3 + 3 = 6, then this reduces the number of
projections from 30 to 15.
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5.1.3. Photometric Bundle Adjustment on GPU
Arguably the most time-consuming part of the entire DSOL pipeline is the photometric
bundle adjustment. Assuming that we have 5 keyframes, each has 500 points with 5 pixels
per patch, with an image pyramid of 4 levels and optimize for 5 iterations per level, this
results in a total of 5 × 4 × 500 × 5 × 4 × 5 = 1000000 photometric residuals across the entire
bundle adjustment process. Parallelizing this computation on a multi-core CPU can produce
significant speed up, but it still takes around 5−40ms depends on the actual hardware
platform. This is especially problematic when trying to deploy the odometry system onto
an embedded platform like an Nvidia NX, which has an ARM processor with relative low
clock rate compared to an Intel one. However, the NX does have an extra GPU, which
can be utilized in this case. Given that each patch residual computation in the PBA is
independent of each other, one should be able port it to a corresponding CUDA kernel
and drastically reduce the time it takes for PBA. Therefore, we would like to implement a
CUDA-accelerated version of the photometric bundle adjustment part of the system, such
that it can be used on small flying robots without powerful CPUs.
5.1.4. Constant Bandwidth Visual Odometry
A traditional camera typically acquire images at a fixed frequency with a fixed resolution. As
such, visual odometry algorithms are mostly designed based on this assumption. However,
the fixed frequency and resolution paradigm is sub-optimal if the camera motion is highly
unpredictable. For example, running the camera at 20 FPS is usually enough for slow to
moderate motion, but with a large enough linear or angular velocity, there will not be enough
overlap between frames for reliable tracking. Unfortunately, this happens a lot with flying
robots, where a sudden and large roll/pitch motion is not uncommon. To address this issue,
we propose to dynamically and programmatically adjust the frame rate and resolution of
the camera under a constant bandwidth. On one hand, when the robot is moving slowly, the
camera should send out high resolution images at low rate for maximum tracking accuracy.
On the other hand, if the robot is undergoing aggressive motion, we expect the camera to
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reduce the resolution and instead burst out high frequency images to ensure the robustness
of tracking.
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